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The present study had its origin a few years 
ago when Dean Frank T. Stockton became interested 
. . . 
in the question of the value of 1ndustria1 surveys 
as they are now conducted. A large number of' 
surveys were collected by him which wei-o used as 
a basis for this analysis. However, it was under 
the guidance of Professor Jens P. Jensen that tho 
actual arrangement of the thesis material was 
carried out. His criticisms and suggestions have 
been valuable 1n the preparation and analysis of 
the subject matter. Acknowledgment is also due 
the~ Chamber of connnerce secretaries who so 
generously responded to the questionnaires and to 
the special inquiries. 
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Civic development 1n·one form or another has been a 
problem of considerable impot'tance, not only to modern, 
but also to ancient peoples. Economic and socia1 welfare 
is the goal that has been sought down through the years. 
but the notion as to how such welfare could be achieved 
has v~ied with the passing of time and the ohmlging of 
.circumstances •. In ancient times the supreme social a1m 
was security far the state, whioh depended largely on 
numbers. Thus it was, for example, thought very desirable 
to increase the potential fighting roroe or the state. 
However~ today interest in the military strength of tho 
state is sought only indirectly. The increase of indi-
vidual prosperity is the aim, and it is believed that 
1nd.1vidua1 prosperity can be stimulated through group 
_effort. At the present time civic development plans have 
attained a position where elaborate and caretully worked 
out organizations with somewhat uniform technique o.re 
common. 
A. Early Interest in Civic Development 
One of the earliest writings on the industrial possi-
bilities of a city and 1ts territory apl!J al'ed as eElI'ly as 
440 years B. c. when Xenophon in his essay on "The Means 
.of Improving the Revenue of. Athensu outlined a program for 
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the betterment of the state~ ·The fo1lowing quotation 
from his essay sounds a note that is strikingly simil~ 
to a m<?d~rn de_velopment .progl'am: "As .I resolved ~ my
mind what I observed• it readily appeared to me that the . . ' . ' ' . 
\ • ' •• ; • • • "t } ' • : • '
cOlllltry is well qualified by nature t~ afford very. l~ge 
~ovenues; and 1n orde~ tba~ it may.be understood that.~ 
. ; 
say this with truth• I will first of all give an account 
l • ' 
of the natural resoUI'Ces or Attica. . .
"That the seasons in 1t_are extremely mild".t~e.l?rod-
. .
ucts of the soil testify; for such as will not even grow 
'in many countries bear fruit in perfection in Attica. . .· .. . . 
" . : 
And .as the land is most productive, so likewise is the 
sea thD.t surrounds the land; and whatever fruits the . .
gods afford 1n their several seasons b~gin in this .co~tey 
earliest, and cease latest. Nor is the 1end superior only 
1n things that grow and decay annually, but has also per-
manent advantages; foz- stone is supplied from its abundance 
from which the most magnificent temples. the most beautiful 
altars, nnd the finest statues of the gods are made, and
1n which both Greeks and barbarians desire to participate. 
There are indeed portions of the soil which., though sown, 
will not produce fruit.. but which, if.they are penetrated 
by digging, will .support many more people:· than if they· · 
produced corn., as~ doubtless by divine dispensation, they 
contain silver beneath the surface; and though there 8.l'e 
many states lying near. both by lend and ·sea# not even · 
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the smallest vein of silver is found to extend into any
one of them. 
Further on Xenophon says: "Besides there are within 
the walls many pieces of ground for building., vacant of 
houses. I think tbs. t if the state were to allow them to 
become the property or those who might build upon them, 
and who, on .applying for 'them, might seem to be deserving, 
a great number of respectable persons would by that means
become desirous of a settlement at Athens." 
B. Modern Interest in Civic Development 
In recent years considerable interest has been mani-
fested in, and sane money has been spent on, tha study 
and· stimulation of: civic development. Ona of the tools 
that is being used to bring about the desired onds 1s the
industrial survey. It has not been peculiar to any region 
o:r to any class of cities• but bas occurred everywhere and 
1n ll1a1lY for.ms. · As is inevitable 1n the uoe or a now de-
vice. there has:' been waste of both effort and money. It 
1s the purpose or the present study to disclose a cross 
section of current cooperative industrial research bJ" 
means of the experiences of those wllo have conducted and 
used industrial surveys. ·1n hope that the conclusions 
drawn may be useful to organization.~ planning surveys 1n
the future. 
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Table I indicates the time when sur-o'ey work was first 
undertaken by cities that responded to the questionnaires 
sent out to collect data for the present study. Only. 
about half of those replying stated the tima when the first . . 
survey was made, but the sample is sufficiently large to 
warrant some general conclusions. In many cases these 
earlier analyses proved inadequate and other studies have 
been made subsequent to the year given. 
Table I 
Distribution or Industrial surveys 
by Classes of Ci ties and by Years. in Vlhich · They \7ere Made 
Cities having population of: 
All cities over 2s.ooo 
Year reporting Not over but not over over 
25»000 100.000 100.,000 
' . 
l?rior to 
1913 l* l* 
1913 1 .1
1914 1 1 
1915 l 1 
1916 1 .l 
191'7 
1918 1 1 
1919 
1920 1 1 
1921 1 " .1
19::2 2 l l 
1923 2 l 1 
1924 6 4 1 1 
1925 13 6 5 2
1926 15 . ., 2 6
192'7 15 '7 .5 ! .3
1928 18 10 5 : .3
Total '19 36 22 21 
*Only one city reported a survey prior to 1913 which was 
made in 1905. 
! 
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Two. pertinent facts stand out from the figures pre-
sented in the table. First, the great majority of the
survey work·has been clone .. since 1925. Grouping tl:18 cities 
of.all sizes .together, 178;16'of the surveys have been com-
pleted, wi'thln· the past··. five yeBl's. · Second, this tY,Pe of 
. . .
activity had its·or1g1n in tho larger c1t1~s and only ro-
oent1y· has the ~ge to do some sort or 1ndust1'1al research 
penetrated down to· the smaller cities. Such following in 
many instances has been blind1 which fact·probably accounts 
. . 
for the frequently unsatisfa~tory ends rea11zed. Many. ... .. 
replies have been receive~ stating.that the survey had 
been found to have no practical value. These results are 
' .due, 1~ appe~s, to ~he entering ot the local cbmnber of' 
connne~ce o~ ~ther· civic organization upon a projoot, tho 
. . 
~bject~ves of ~1ch have not been fully determined and 
whose cost may not have been properly estimated. Cities 
not enjoying the greatest degI'ee of material health have 
come to look upon the industrial survey as 1£' it pl'Ovidod 
~ panacea for their ailments,. whatever they may be. It 1s 
to be hoped that, in the course of time, through the trial 
and error method, 1f not more economically othorwise, the 
• • ' <
survey may assume its proper place as a tool of economic 
guidance. 
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C. Teclm1que of the Present Study 
· In making the present ~alysis of the sirvey docu- -
ments that ware made available, and ¢' the supplementary 
do.to. seoured through 9:t1est1onnn1res and otherwise •. an ... 
a rbitrary grouping. or the cities. into thr~e ~lasses was 
made. Th.a first class co?J.sists of cities under 25,000; .. 
the second,of cities of 25.000 to 99.,999l and the third, . 
... 
of a.11 cities ova~ 100,000 •. It- will generally _be recog-
nized that the industrial pro~lem of the sm9ll city _is 
quite different from that of the metropo11s~ To set up . .
any one identical criterion for the two types of comrm1ni-
ties would fall tar short of the pu.rp~se of any analysis. 
Whi~a this clae~1f1oation is in many ways inadequate it 
soems that it 1s- the most practic&l graouping from t~e 
standpoint of workability and simplicity. 
Through the Bureau of Business Research 5~ letters 
were sent to industrial. departments of chambers of com-
merce located in 39 leading industrial states of the United 
Statos, asking for a copy of. their survey material# if 
such a project h~d been undertaken am if the findings. 
were ~vailable for distribution. From this numbe:r of . . ""·
correspondents 445 replies were received, divided as 
follows: 163 stated that surveys had been conducted and 
copies of such surveys were mailed to us; 113 :reported 
that they were _planning on making such a study, but were 
waiting for appropriation of f~ds; and 169 indicated 
'1
that they did not intend to make a survey. The following 
reasons were most generally given for not mak1ng a survey: 
(1) The community is largely agricu1tural.. (2) plea.sure 
resorts the main attraction, (3) the reaul.ts obta1nod f'rom. 
surveys in too many cases have not justified the cost. 
A questionnaire, a copy ot which is shown on the 
following pages, was mailed to each of the cities that had 
made surveys, asking for the objective of the survey. the 
extent to which such objective was realized, the cost, 
the part of survey found most useful, _the steps used 1n 
getting i.n touch with prospects, the methods of follow-up 
used. how survey data a.re kept up to date, and what induoe-· 
manta ere offered to _new industries. These findings will 
be discussed under appropriate headings in the follovdng 
chapters. 




What was tha cost of your last survey? 
Through what agancy was thA survey made? 
8
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
III. What was th~ ob.iective of thP. survey? (ChP-ck one or more 





To obtain a working knowledge of the community's 
industrial layout. · 
To provid8 information pr~liminary to a campaign 
for n~w industriAs. · 
To provide benAficial information for industriAs 
nlrP.ady establishAd. 
To provid~ information to assist thA community in 
rAtaining industriAs contAmplating new location. 
IV. To what extP-nt haVA any of thP above objectivAs been 
raalizHd? (GivA concrHt~ answArs wh~rH possible) 
. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• • • • • • • • • . . . • •
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V, What part of thH survHy havP. you found most usHful? (ch~ck 
onH or moru of thH follow inP:, numbf1rin.p: 1, 2, 3, in ord~r 
of importanc~~) 
Q (a) Labor t·-i- )LJ (g Slz!--> an~ charact~r of city 
d(b) Natural r~-! sou rcR s h(h) Civic rAfin'"~m'"mts 
~ 
[J(c) Pow~r CJ (i) Housing conditions ,-n:(a) Suppli'""'s p(.j) n~al AStatµ, 
Cf(~) Transportation o·(k) Vital statistics 
Q(r) MarkHts 0(1) Maps and charts 
9
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Magaziw1 and w-~wspap·~rs 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(Any oth~r m-ans) 
of follow-up and sal .. ·smanship 
Sp1-;cial r··port 
R, ... pr'·sr:.inta tivc~ 
1. Full tim1~ 
2. Part timM 
(Any oth,-!r m~ans) . . • . .
. . . . . . . . . . • . •
How do you kPt~p th,~ data of surv,~y up to 
thP. loo sf1 -L~af systPm is not US'7-d? 
. . . . . . .
do you USH? 
. . . . •
• . . •
datn whurn 
• t • • e e t t • I • • • • 
. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . ' . . . . . . . . . .
. . ' . . . . ' . . . . .
Do voti offHr any inducemHnts to nuw businussPs such as 
thH. fdllowin~: L (chHCk aids usHd) 
I 
D (a) Industrial incubators 
D (b) Industrial funds 
D ( C) Honusus 
D ( d) Tax P.X1-~mption 
D ( [·! ) Stock ~ndors,-•m!'-;nt anrl. S'-'lling 
Chapter :II 
Factors Stimulating Interest 1n the 
Industrial survey
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At the outset it is of interest to determine just 
what al'e the f'aotors that· ere ·stimulating divers commu-
nities, ranging from ·towns Of B Very scanty population to 
cities Of B million., to make almost ·super-lmman ·efforts 
to win new industries• More :th.ari.. ·300· c1 ties . are . adver·t1s·-· 
1ng .their advantages, sp~nd1na· fr~ $1_.,ooo to $1,000,000.: 
each per year. The total city expenditure in the United 
States ·1s estimrited at $10,000•000. per year.1 Bas1cai1y_ 
self-interest is the vitalizing'f'orce and prime motive 
of this whole 'process of economic readjustment. It- is an 
extension of the competitive sys.tam· to a new field, the
' . . ' 
hope of 1nd1v1dual prosperity through group achievement. 
Tho reasons for the increased popularity of the 1ndustria1 
survey fall 1nto two classes. First1 are those more or 
less general purposes., inherent in economic life under a 
competitive regime., such as, desire for a large population, 
for the establishment of a home market, for the solution 
of the unemployment problem, and for the cultivation of 
o1v1o pride. The economic validity of 8.fl16 one of the fore-
going purposes 1s questionable. Second• are those factors 
l. "$6.,0001 000 for 1926." Alderson, Wroe, Advertising 
for Ca:mmun.1ty Promotion, Domestic Connnerce Series No.21, 
1928, P• 5. 
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that resul.t from the industrial .shifts and tecbnologioal 
changes that have been taking plaoe in ir.dustry with 
great rapidity during the p~st f~w years, such as c~ang .. 
ing power requirements, lass importanc_e of skilled labor -
la~ger supp~ies of cs.pi tal. in the w~st, sh1.ft1ng of the 
4 '.' j ' • • 
~o~ation, disadvantages of c.ongested cities, d1min1oh .. 
. ' ' " 
.ing ~a.turn~ in ~°7ge industries, growing 11sts of new . 
. 1ndust~1es, centralized control ~f 1ndustl'y,_ and tho
general growing complexity or economic life. These spa-..
cific c.onditions are :of .quite a different nnture than
the general n~tions d~scribed above and they provide tho 
' '
p~1no1pa1 jus~ifi~ation f~r any i~ustrial. survey. 
A. General Factors 
·Population· ·The.basic index or community prosperity used 
by most chamber of commerce secretaries today is popula-
tion. It is supposed that a large urban population will 
.1n itself· tend to attract industry, v.rhich 1n turn will 
mean increased ·payrolls and growing business activity. 
The error here made consists 1n mistaking tha ef'f eot ror 
the cause. It. is 11ke supposing that the weather is made 
warmer by blowing hot air on the thermometer. Business 
1ri general will probably not profit from more people. As 
.soon as the increased volume of trade makes for pure profits. 
just tliat soon will 1ndust~1es be attracted that will ab-
sorb.the advaritage and business is soon down to a cost of 
production basis. Not so. however., for the landowner. 
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Since land is a non-reproducible good Bn7 increase 1n pop-
ulation registers itself in ~gher rentals and enhanced 
property values. Certainly then., it would be desirable . 
from the point of view of the realtors and the landlords . 
to see the population of a city doubled and redoubled. The 
SQhe is true of industries which depend upon a domestic 
market ror products of loceJ.ized natural resources, such 
as public utility enterpx-ises, especially those furnish-
ing power. For business 1n general population is, however, 
no co.use of individual prosperity. 
Home Market Again, it is argued that a large population 
in the city provides a market for the farm products of the 
adjacent agricultural territory and that the hinterland 1s 
thus made to prosper along with the centrally located city. 
The market resulting from the increased population is not, 
of course, limited to the products or the farm. but extends 
to other products of the region. The lann.owners who stand
to gain by an increase 1n the population of a city are, 
therefore, not limited to those of' the city itself. It is 
by no means certain that a more completely developed home
market will conduce to greater prosperity. If such were 
the case it would almost f'ollow that the supposed gains 
from geographical. specialization were not real, a.nd tbat 
self-sufficing un1ts of any city and its adjacent trading 





Cit:te·s often ·reel that in bringing 1n new 
factories ·they will solve the problem of 
Thus b·onuses, tax -exemption, and large loans 
at 1ow rates of interest for capital equipment may bo thrown 
out .. to induce the needed industries to come. It hns not 
occurred to some that the cost of providing for unemploy-
ment· in- ·such a monner might. cost more ·socially than n dole. 
, Doctrines of economic seli'-sufi'1c1eney creep into most 
development programs. vniat do we· import into our .oormnu-
nity? ·· · 1:mports should. be stopp·ed. immediately and, if 
humanly ~.o~_sible, the a.rt~ole ~hould be produced at homo. 
~ ~ . . .
Home_product1on~ould give emplOJmant as well as create 
' .
a demand for power and raw materials. Such a change would 
' ' .
only substitute a home market for what formerly was a 
. . 
foreign oi;ie._ Wha1?ever we oeas~ to import outs down just 
that much the ability of the outside importer to buy our 
g~od.s. It is possible, of course, that these goods can be 
~de more economica1ly at home. It so, 1t is a proper 
function of the industrial survey to disclose how tar such 
is the case. 
Civic· Pride Lastly, -industries are wanted because tho7 
gratify the sheer pride of being a growing o1ty. Decade 
by decade ·cities have measured one another 1n terms of 
size. · The question ar1·ses. whether economic welfare can 
be measured in physical terms.. It certain1y cannot be 
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~easured .1n ·te:Mnei of numbers of· 1nl1abitants. ·alone • .'.Eco-·.·
nomic welfare has been· defined as a 1arge amount of · 
socially desirable goods, economically produced e.nd ·widel7: 
dii'.tu.sed. · Population, th~n, is not the· only fact.ol.": :to' con-
9
sider. : It· 1s possible tha.~ the ·people could be so numerous 
as compared with.the other factors of.production·that .t:b.e ·. 
par cap1ta·1ncome could.not be very·.large~ ·.Economists·,·...
thus ·speak .of the optimum popttlation •. a :population that 
provides for developing of the na tura1 · resolf!lces · to · the · 
point of max1mwn return per· capita of. .the persons employed. 
Nat1onally,.we· are confronted with the problem ot a. 
too rapidly .increasing population. · The:·fact·tha.t ·~··., 
population, ·at ·,the px-esent rate of .increase,- may double·· 
every seventy-five years, provides our economic thinkers 
with no small am0tmt ot anxiety for the · future. As a
result ot these facts, positive economic.well being rather 
then large numbers, is.the valid e.1m ·of major import.· Is 
it not sound to apply population principles of nationa1 
. validity to the individual municipalities making up the 
nation? 
The ~orego1ng discussion is rather pessimistic and 
. ' - . ~ -
might lead the rea~e~ to beli~ve that 1~dus~1al develop-
ment is unsound throughout. ~ere is, however# a more· 
optamistic tone. If through economic analysis industries 
are more advantageously located with r.espeet to raw mat-
erials and markets, then the procedure is justifiable. 
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It is a competitive method and must of necessity entail 
waste. bu.t as such is in line with our whole economic 
order. waste is evident on every, hand in production, 
national resources. and distribution. Yet it is generally 
believed that the social gains justify the cost, else we 
would choose some other system of political economy. The 
recent form of inter-city competition must or necessity 
carry 1n its wake appalling loases--losses growing out of 
unwise expenditures for the services of engineering firms 
whose business it is to make community surveys, !'1nano1al 
losses to guarantors of industrial loans granted to un-
economical industries. losses to the comnmn1ty from vast 
sums spent 1n national advertising campaigns which to.11 
to accomplish the desil'ed end. 
Again. if-out of the vast expenditure. industrial 
readjustment takes place so that the net product of 1ndua-
try is increased~ then the cost will be justified• 1n
part at least. Group 1ntalligenoe, properly directed, 
is proving 1 tself an 1mportan~ factor 1n economic enter-
prise. 
B. Economic Changes Making the Use of 
the Surve7 Nao9ssary 
The problem of this section is to point out the 
effect of technological changes with respect to power 
requirements, labor supply, and market boundal'ies which 
in turn affect plant location. and to discuss whether 
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these changes are not responsible in a major way for the 
increased use of" the survey. The industrial development 
of the past has been evolut1onal:.and.casual.·: Industrial. 
plants have generally been located without: any real analy~· 
sis of" the factors affec.ting lo~ation, More tbsn one ·. 
plant bns been ·located where it now is, ·not. because .it 
was the most economical location, but because the one who 
developed ·it lived. there. Today development is taking on 
qi 1 te a dli'ferent for.m. A great deal . of :shrewdne~a is· -· 
being exercised :with respect to the p~eliminary steps of ·. 
locating, financing, and .'.Qther influences that are going 
to afteot earnings permanently. 
Power Nearness to centers of power is certainly less 
important now than a few yes.rs ago. The site on the river 
• ~ l ' ' 
1a no longer the determining factor in the location of a 
mill or factory. In a like manner, a new set of forces 
have caused a sh1f't 1n value of position.with respect to 
other SOUI'C8S ·of power such as wood and coal. With the 
rapid increase in the development of super-power stations 
and the consolidation of many small independent plants 
electrical _energy bas been reduced 1n cost till now other 
factors are of relatively greater importance than power. 
This makes it possible for businesses to decentralize and 
tlms avoid high rents and other costs ·that ~mount with
increased size. Since it ~a possible to carry· eiectrical. 
1'1
energy over a radius· of' two hundred mil.es or more without 
percaptib1e loss, an indust...-..y. as far as power supply is 
. concerned6 is eertnin to turn its attention to othor sav-
ings. ai oh as,. moving production nearer to the market areas 
or closer to the source of raw materials. 
Labor Supply . The labor supply is another factor the 
importance of which is declining. Every industry 1s striv-
ing to introduce more machines into its product1vo process. 
As machines are introduced the value and importance ot 
skilled labo~ tends to pass. It does not take a highly 
skilled person to operate many of the near-automnt1c 
machines that are used 1n thousands or our factories todo.y. 
The need for the artist of industry is gone. The ma.chino 
pattern has bean set; all that is· needed novr is n mOl'o 
s.utomatom to supply the small directive element lncldng in 
the tool. The airplane industry at the present time 1a 
dependent upon skilled labor. Uot tar in the futuro. how-
ever, we shall have machine production as we· now have 1t
1n the automotive field and then labor as a factor w1ll be 
relatively unimportant and other factors w111 thon go.in in 
relative significance. 
110ne or the most significant effects of the extension 
of the transfer of skill has been in the increase or tho 
capital investment per worker. The biennial census for 
J.925 gives the-· investment per worker in 1849 as $560. 
By 1919 this ratio had risen steadily to nearly $5,ooo. 
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the yearly increase 1n capital being always greater in 
proportion than that of workers employed. In addition to 
tho limitations set by the increasing cost of the tools 
of production, the use of power is increasing. From 1914 
to 1925 the h. p. per industrial worker increased from 
3.3 to 4.3" 2 
Markets Markets are constantly establishing new bound-
aries. Areas that a few years ago were on the fringes of 
civilization are today the centers of production. Lat us 
see just what a market is and examine some of its limita-
tions. A market has been defined as an area in which a 
given set of demand and Sllpply forces operate. What are 
soma of the elements that have been affecting the forces 
of supply ond demand 1n such a way as to give a new set 
of markets? Transportation has played its important pal't
1n bringing about this modification. Improvements in 
transportation have reduced costs so that markets have 
been very much widened. Within the next five years it is 
highly probable that qi ite an adequate system of inland 
waterways will be developed--railroad consolidations are 
now under way. How, then, will markets shift? 
Improved means of transportation have affected the 
demand side as wall. Good roads and the automobile have 
2. Kimball, Dexter s•., nchanges in New and Old Industries," 
Recent Economic Changes in the United states, Report 
of the President• s Conference Committee, New York: 
McGraw Hill, 1928, Vol. I, p. 87. 
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· · ·chang~d buyer~' habits. outlets andpotentiul market 
possib1~1 ties ~~  . been opene·d. ~P . that afew years ago 
were qai.te definitely closed. A market is no beter thnn 
' . ' . ' ' ,t' . 
the· transportation system that makes the~ket possible. 
' ' \. . .', ' . '
· Corning developments in the 'way of beter ·roads• 1n!l.and 
waterways. faster railroad.trains, and a national system 
of-~1rw~ys alone ·w1u'tel what furth~r changes and shifts 
may·ta.keplace in present markets. Standardization baa 
a' eliminate'd the 'need fora various 1nspeot1ons and oonsumor 
confidence has developed to the extent that markets which 
·tormerly were rather IUU"row have been greatly ·widened. A 
further ·exsm1nat1on oi' the problem or extended marlcets 
should invoive a' cons1derat1oti or the change iri'the buying
habits of consumers. Communities that a few years ago 
were consumers of only the primary necessities of lite 
; 
now are users or potential users of infra-marginal goods. 
The increase 1n the per capita wealth of the midcle west-
ern states is developing new fields for distribution ot 
goods that a few years ago had relatively narrow outlets. 
Capital 
Requirements 
It hasbeen said that capital. could be 
raised more easily in the East than 1nthe 
. .
West. Thisis a fact beyond question~ but capital aooumu-
is.t1ons are being developed 1nthe West as wel. In the 





Industry seeks population· .a~ a _labor· 
~pply as. ~ell_as.a con~tion·agency, 
when it is not dependent upon. r~w materials~· The United·
States Census ~eau map ~ows :a steady shift o.f' population 
from east to west. Similarly,. a shift is taking place with
'.
regard ~o the center of manufacturing •.. The ·shift .in indus-
try, however •. 1~ considerably _behin~ the movement in popu-
lation. The center ·for mallllf'acturing production· in 1920 . 
was slightly ·west of the population center of ·1a7o.· As ,
soon as population warrants_ ·conmnm1t1es go ·out after · .. 




Location of 1ndustry in 1arge c~t1es is 
' ' . - . 
caning to have certain disadvantages 
which, in some instances, offset the apparent receiving 
and shipping conveniences. Density of conipeting allied 
industries for 1abor contribute to high 1abor turnover and 
. .
tend to increase tho group of floaters. The gro~h of the
uso of the automobile as a .~eans of conveyance has made it 
possible tor plants to be 1ocated 1n the sme.lle~ town ad-
jacent to the overcro~ed municipality. 
Diminishipg Returns Again. there is the question as to 
whether certain plants a.re not too large for.economica1 
production and distribution. J:t is possible that· a defi-
nite check hns come to the horizontal integi-ation that has 
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been taking place so rapidly for the past thirty years. 
:tn some cases it may prove more profitable to change from 
the cu1t1vat1on of a national market to the intensive 
development or the home-trade region. 
Growing List 2.!, A more potent force contributing to the 
New Industries --- problem of industrial locations is the 
ever growing list of new industries. The automotive in•
dustry was not mentioned in the census or 1900, but 1n the 
1925 census it was credited with .t'urnisbing employment to 
over 400,000 men and turning out a product valued at 
$4,000,000,000. Rayon was mentioned for the first time in 
1925, end radio valued at $191,000,000 1n 1927.3 Other 
new industries that should be included 1n the list are 
electric refrigeration, the telephone, chemical products, 
and electric welding. 
Centralized Control· Centralized control and owner.ship 
.2! Industry of plants operating 1n many differ-
ent parts of the country bas made it necessary for the 
city 1n which one of the plants happens to be located to 
prove at times wcy the plant should not be slmt down tem-
porarily or even permanently. Not 1n.f'requent1y the c1ty 
through some one of its organizations may bring pressure 
upon the home plant to keep the branch or subsidiary in 
3. Op. Cit. P• 85. --
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operation. Such pressure can be much more .effective· ·11' it 
1s :based on facts •. Thus. the ·SUI'vey..--beeomes an important 
tool to demonstrate why the operating company should not 
closo this-particular branch and leave plants operating 1n 
cities with less attractive opportunities for f1:1t'ure develop-
ment. 
Comple:dtt ~ · Economic life 1s·.becoming sc>' complex .th:it
Economic ~ . the · average business enterpriser has:· no ·_ : 
nocurate idea of the ·industrial set-up of his own. communi-
ty, and 1n many cases·ha·does not have a·clear·perspect1ve 
of.his.business and its relationship to·the trade territory. 
Through cooperative,. e.naJ:ytical effort•.· however~ such hacy
concopt1ons can be clarified which certainly 1s·one of the 
first steps toward economic .Pl'Ogress•.
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Chapter-III 
. Purpos~s of the. Survey 
The retl'function of·e. survey is the discovory of 
.• ~ ' . .. .
industrial opportunities that are at the present time dor-
mant or only 'partly de~el~ped. Opportunity has been do-
firiad as the quotient of a t.raction whose numerator 1s the 
totnl of the ·free _'.gifts that ~ture provides nnd whose 
denominator .is the: mnnber of people in a gj.van locnlit7. 
From .the survey this relations~p should be made to stand 
oup in such perspective that. the economic balance main-
ta1ned_w1ll l:"8Sult 1n:the greatest·possible quotient •. 
A. Genera1 Objectives 
Wb1le the general aim of an industrial survey should 
always be to promote economic welfare- such welfare can 
only be made possible through the realization of certain 
spec_1f1o ends. In the _questionnaires used 1n the present 
study a list of general objectives was made so as to in:-
clude ~ (1) working knowledge of the industrial 1ayout of 
the community» -·(2) information prollminnry to a campaign 
-for new industries,· (3) information useful to industries 
already establ.ished, and (4) information useful 1n assist-
ing the community 1n retaining industries planning a change 
of 1oca.tion. Doubtless 1n any city the nctua1 objeot1ves 
underlying any industrial survey are not clear cut am 
usually involve one or more motives. Xn the process of 
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making the study it was found.,· however •. -that the objectives 
indicated in the questionnaire ·were .. ·famil18I' and that they 
ropresente_d a fair 1?asis .tor ra~"i~_according .t? imp~.tance.
Table II presents the .. rating of ~he objectives as .given b~ 
tho cities of the 1nd.icated classes.· 
•'.
· Table II
Gene~al Objectives of Industrial surveys
d1ti'es 
..
! • • • • ~; 
Percentage obtained from··. the 
ratings given by c.it1es hav-
ing population 'of':' . '
Objoot1ve .. ~espond41 •1ng ' '' over 25.000 .. · · but not '· 
Industrial layout of 
comnru.n1ty 
Preliminary to osm-
paign fol' new 
1ndustl'1es 
For use of estab-
lished industries 
























. 100 100 
The table shows that a desire for an indi'cation of 
the industrial layout of the community has been the rarudng 
motive. There appears to be no striking variation 1n the 
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presence of this motive among the cities of different sizes. 
It appears 1n cities of all sizes equally frequently. The 
second.motive 1n rank and not far behind the formor has 
been the desire to.secure information that would help in-
duce industries to 1oeate. The desire to secure new indus-
tries appears decidedly stronger in the smaller cities. 
Perhaps this is due to tba fact that the smaller cit1ea have 
fewer and less varied industries. Larger cities 1n seeking 
new industries inevitably must face competition of the now 
industries with those of the same kind already established. 
The two remaining objectives ap:p9ar to be much 1ess 
distinctly or generally in the minds of the sponsors of 
surveys. There is some variation according to the size 
of the city and it appears that the larger the city the 
greatel' is the disposition to seek such infol"lllation as will 
aid in establishing industries and inducing those industries 
which are contemplating a change of location to abandon 
such purpose and to make such readjustments as nu:cy" be 
necessary to continue 1n operation. Doubtless a pnrt1al 
explanation is the fact that the larger cities have more 
complex problems to solve and have more det~tely formu-
lated detailed solutions. 
Information with regard to the industrial layout of 
· the community snd useful. 1n inducing the location of new 
industries takes first rank 1n two ways. It is not only 
regat'ded as important by more persons reporting~ but 1.t 
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is also deemed· severai times as important. as· any other··: ..... , 
purpose •. A number of inf'Qrmants reply1ng '.t;o .the question-
naire took: the· trouble to rank the objectives. ·of the·.·surveJ" 
as to their relative 1mpor:tance, from wb:lch ~anld.ng the.
foregoing conclusion .1s drawn. ,.
Some cons1derat1o~ should be: given as to the.·relative 
economic value of· the .aforementioned objectiv~s as compared·:· 
with the ranking that was given by the various cities re-
sponding to·the:questionnaire. 
From tho standpoint of economic soundness two object-.~
ivos, namely, .to obtain a.working kno\vledge of the conmnmity 
industrial layout. and to secure· information useful to.· 
industries already established# should be placed at the top 
of the list. The former .. objective serves .the latter also, 
sinco a lmowledge o~ the existing set-up .. _is one thing that 
certainly would be an aid to concerns now 1n operation. 
There is nothing magical about an industrial survey. All 
that it can hope to do is to prese~t an analysis of.the 
various factors ~fecting productiqn,, such as., markets~ . 
labor, transportation, :raw materials- power; and vital 
statistics. These facts, properly presented,. form the 
groundwork on which b:us1ness enterprisers anticipate the 
possibility of future success and lm.nch out on ~atever 
venture seems opportune. The success of the community 
rests ultimately in the bands of its-popu].ation. If the 
people are enterprising, the facts of the survey may be
the means of performing apparent mira~les; if moribund, 
there is little hope from any·accu:nmlation of data, no 
matter how suitably prepared and presented. 
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· About. fifty percent of· the cities replying indicated 
one or these t'ffl:> objectives as the purpose of their eco-
nomic research. · If these objectives are, however, the 
sound basis on which industrial analysis· should proceed, 
they ought to be recogn1zed as such by more than ono-hnlt 
of the cities· ·making surveys. 
l/hat about ·the following-objectives, namely,. to ob-
tain information ireliminary to a campaign for nevr 1ndun- ·
tries, and to secure information useful 1n aiding the
conmnmity 1n retaining industries planning a chnnge of 
location. which were given first place by nearly half 
of the ci.ties reporting? These t"o objectives hinge on 
one e.nd th~ same question: Do industries move about? It 
they do not. then effort expended in attempting to attrnot 
new·industries o~ in trying to cater to those thI'eatening 
a ehanga·ot, location is largely futile. 
Light is thrO\m ·on tho qmstion.ot whether much onn 
be expected in the way of gvowth from industries coming 
1n from the outside or whether there is much 1oss to 
cities from industries that move elsewhere by a recent 
survey .conducted by tho National Electric Light Asoocia• 
tion. cooperating with the Metropolitan Life Insurance 
company. · Detailed information was collected from 2,084 
cities regarding tha problem of· such shifting. 'l'ha out-
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that industries do 
not move and that the conmnmity must look to self'-develop-
ment f cr growth. While it is true that industries do not 
move. that does not mean that industry does not shift. It 
l does shift. The biological scienees provide an analogy-. 
one could say that a tree does not move~ but. that is not 
true of rorests. Forests under proper climatic conditions 
will in time cover all the area ror which they are adapted, 
providing no external force impedes their progress. Par-
ticular businesses are not trekking around over the country, 
but business does die out 1n one place and springs up 1n
another. 
Fram these 2,084 cities reporting a gain of 101 000 
industries, only 9.4 percent were re-locations; 81.B per-
cent were new industries; a.2 percent were branch plants. 
Same 1nformat1on of value to the small city 1s revealed in 
the following data as regards percent or gain accruing to 
cities of various sizes. 
Bet Gain 1n Number or Industries 
to Cities of Various Sizes 
150,000 and over - - - - 39;( 
so,ooo to 149,999 - - - -· 21% 
10.000 to 49,999 .... - .... 21% 
2,soo to 9,999 - - - - 13%·
Under 2,500 - - - - 6% 
l.. "Industrial Migration 1n the United States, 1914-27.n 
Iowa Studies 1n Business Bo. VII., Bureau of Bust ness 
Research, Karch, 1930. 
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Attention should be called to. the fact that 40 percent 
of the net .·gain in industry o.ccures to the cities ot 60.000 
and under., In the South Atlantic states 40 peroont of the 
total gains in all plants is to be found in comnnmities of 
less than 10~000 population. 
Local·losses tar theso same cities .totalled 5 1 908 
plants~ or 60 percent· of gain. Here is tho point bearing 
on the subject under consideration.· Only 18 percent of 
the plants moved while 82 percent went ·out of business. 
Some.rather·interesting 1nf'ormat1on is· contained 1n tho 
following tables- showing the geograpbicnl distribution with 
_ respect.to relocation of existing industries, estnblish-
ment·ot:branch plants, nnd the establishment of looal plnnta. 
Reloeati.on ~ 
1st New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania 
2nd New England States 
3rd North Central States 
Establishment of Bt-anch Plants ------ - --- ---
1st Middle Atlantic 
2nd East North Central 
3rd south Atlantic 
Establishment ot Local Plants ------
1st Middle Atlantic states 
2nd Bew England 
3rd East Central 
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Too many surveys are made with the faulty and futile 
objective in mind of capturing a business that 1s r~ady 
to pull stakes and look for greener pastures. As indi-
cated 1n the report of the survey just mentioned growth · 
from such sources is so small that 1t is insignificant • . 
B. Specific Information 
tt is necessary that the information relate to more 
spec1f1o tactors in the cormm1njtyts industrial situation. 
Table III presents replies to the questionnaires showing 
the sevoral spec1:f'1c items of information that were deemed 
te b.e important. :rt will be seen that transportation 
tac111ties were regarded as more important by the inform-
ants than any other factor, labor conditions being a close 
aecond. These two are obviously and correctly regarded as 
being of supreme importance for the industrial development 
of a comnnrni ty. There 1s a striking agreement here in all 
classes of cities, regardless of their size. 
A second group of factors consisting of market oppor-
tunities, power facilities, and natural resources is also 
regarded as impOI'tant. Like tr~sportation facilities 
and labor supplies. these factors relate to the production 
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and mar~ting co.sts and ent_er .d1reot1y into calcu1at1ons 
of probable business-· profits. The significance of these 
three factors- is agreed upon 1n cities of all sizes, as 
the table shows~ 
There is~ ~~ly, a third ~d miscellaneous gI'oup 
of items of information all of which. with others not listed, 
. .. . . . . .· . .·. ' :.· . ' '
enter_ indirectly ~nto the .consideration of the dee~ra~111ty 
. . ' ,, ' . . . .
of a community as a business location. ~he size and
• • ',, I '',, ' ' ' • < • ' '
character of a city. its housing facilities, its statis-. . '. . . . . . ' . \ . 
• ' ' 1' 
tics of health and mortality, its civic facilities and 1to 
real estate ve.lueo~ are ·better direct-· indices of the eco-
nomic welfare·than·of business opportunities, though by no 
means valueless for the latter'purpose. 
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Table III . 
Relative Importance of 
Specific Information Presented in SU1'veys
Percentage obtained from the
ratings given by o1t1es hav-
Cities 1DJJ: population of: 
Items of respond- over 2s.ooo information ' ing but not ", Not over over ; over 
25,000 100.000 100,ooc 
Transportation ~3 15.8 1'1 19.2 
Labor 66 15.6 14 18.9 
Marketa 58 10.5 13.6 16 
Power 56 ll.3 12 16.8 
Natural resources 55 10.6 12.G 9
Size and character 
of city 45 9.'7 8 5
Housing 33 7.6 4.8 4.9 
Vital statistics 36 6.2 5.6 1.2 
Civic refinements 33 5.'1 5.1 3."I
supplies 26 4.5 2.6 3.7 
Rea1 estate values 21 2.5 4.7 1.6 
Total 100 100 100 
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The master survey should not attempt to cover too 
wide a field in dete.11. There are sections that should 
be developed. fully and kept up to date at regular periods. 
There .ar~ ·. others . that sb.oul~ only , be touched upon 1n a
general way in the master outline, leaving the minute 
. . . ' . . .
'development for.the 1lighly spec1al1zed·and"tecbn1ca1 
individual survey.· To· make this ·point clear the section 
~ealing with natural resources and morkets might be o~n-
sidered·. Which·one should have the greater amount or work 
expended upon: it ·1n the general ·survey? · 
Lat us examine tor a moment: some of the problems that 
arise 1n setting up general·conclusions respeoting any- ona 
maI'ke~ or market~. In· the first place, no one set ot 
boundaries will h,old for different commodities. A city 
may have a very ~imited trad~ area for some perishable 
products while a commodity tbat is rather unconnnon and
greatly desired may have an international market. 
There 1s, too. the qu.estion o:r the purchasing power 
or the consumer for the various classes of goods. Staple .· '
commodities w111 sell well almost irrespective ot a tabu-
1ated purcba.sing power. 
Markets are constantly shifting. new buying habits 
formed, facilities increased for getting to new markets, 
ol~ ones enlarged. Such changes make the task of setting 
up in one account tho anal.ys1s of the markets of a city 
en achievement that would require super-human effort to 
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rea11ze its accomplisbment. · suppose :that it were .possible 
to gt"OUP together under. one head all the potential 1I18.I'kets 
for tha various goods that resources have indicated could. 
be produced., what value would thE3y have to the business 
exocut1ve?. What the prospective business man wants .is his 
problem separated from the others ·and placed before ·him in 
the most concise plan possible, not·om1tting any essential 
details. ··A business mnn will not :willingly pore over .a 
vnst amount of foreign material to gather a few.facts 
pertinent to the question in.which he. is 1ntere~ted. 
Tho section dealing with natural resources _Pl'esents·:. ·· 
l.)l'oblems that· are· qiito the opposite i'rom. that of mnr~ets ·.'. 
and should be handled very differently, This pa.rt can be 
worked out 1n detail at ·the outset for it.·presents a·
somewhat constant factor that will be ·of sCllle interest and
importance to every industrial ,prospect. · Such topics: as 
agrioul ture • showing the foodstuff a i'or urban population 
produced within tPUcking distance; produets.·i'or-·export 
handling with quantity and·snnual va1ua; the kinds, 
quantity and annual value· of minerals; the sources, poten-
tial horse power, and permanency of water power~ need very 
little revision when presented to·pr,oduaers of commodities 
1n widel7. varying lines. Then, 1n addt tion. these factors 
are constants within certain limits. With a very slight 
revision ammally the mater1a1 may be kept up to date. 
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The principle that is set forth in the discussion of 
markets vs. nat'UI'al resources should be the guiding prin-- ._ ' ' .
' ..
ciple in deeiding upon the kind of ini'o~tion that should 
be pl.aced in the master survey and what pert shou.l.d be 
left for its· fullest development 1n the technical report 
for the prospect. Certainly any outstanding marketing ad• 
vantages such as favorable rail or water fac111t1as and
purchasing power would have a place 1n the master survey 
at least for the purpose of furnishing a basis for adver-
tising campaigns.· 
It woul.d se~, then, that what the master survoy 
should include would be a sound 1nvento17 of the a.ssota 
o.f the community of all kinds. out of this body of tacts 
will grow the material for the advertising campaign and 
part of the facts ror the 1nd1 vidual end specialized 
survey. 
· Chapter. IV · 
Making the_Survei 
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Before it is determined that a survey should be made 
. , . . . . : . \ '';
there are at least five issues that must be decided upon: 
' I ; ' I *' ' ' ' ' , ! • • • • ' • ' ' . , ~ 
(1) The agency by whom the survey shall µe made; ·(2). the· 
\ 'I • I I• I ! o ' ' ' ' • ',·: .,· • •
form which the survey sball t~ke; (3) the Justifiable 
• I I• o I , •
cost; (4) the scheme for financing; (5) the methods to be 
! ' : ' • • • ' : ~ ' ~ • 
used in collecting data. Wh~ther t1:le s~vey,is worth 
' I '·1 t ' 
while may depend upon any one or more of these points. 
A. Agency Making· the ·survey· · · 
The p11inciple determinant of ·the choice of an· agency 
will be the' amount of money available· 1n the budget foxa· 
tho project. As is· shown 1n Table IV 1 60 percent of the
cities 1n1der 25,000 employed outside agencies, while a 
s1m11nr plan was followed out b7 70 percent of cities 
having a population of 100,000 or over. The reliance of 
the small city upon outside agencies 1s due largely to the 
fact that the smal1 c1ty has less money to spend and that 
1 t must depend large1y upon the local staff to do the 
work. The task, too, is simpler, and the small e1ty organ-
ization is more likely to distrust outside agencies. 
There are advantages 1n having opinions and criti-
cisms from those who are from without •. A better perspec-
tive of values is obtained by getting a viewpoint that has
some national experience as a basis for a criterion rather 
than local. concepts. Against this advantage,· however-, 
there is something to be said fott having the swvey made 
by the local organization. If the major part of the 
responsibility .for making the survey rests upon those who
are expected to keep it up to date, and to _make use of it 
afterwards• they will have ·a better understanding or the 
contents and probably will achieve a gtteater degree of 
success 1n its subsequent use • 
. Table IV 
Agencies Making Industrial Surveys 
Percentage reported 1n 
c1t1es hav1ru:t poPUlation o1
Cities Over 26.000 
Agency respond· but not 
1ng Not over over Over 
25,000 100,000 100,ooc 
Industrial depart-
manta of chamber 
of connnerce 37 40 32 30 
Other agencies 69 60 68 '70 
Total 100 100 100 
••
In spite of the tendency pointed out by the question-
naire returns, one ·can venture a forecast that 1n the 
future :relatively more surveys will be made by some depart-
ment of the local. chamber of connnerce and less will be made 
by outside agencies. The reason for such a statement lies 
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in the fact that civic organizations .are coming to realize 
that survey work in a d:,vnnmic society cannot be completed .. 
as of a certain date. It must be continuing~ wbioh calls 
for a permanent research or ~rvey c~ttee., The ideal 
plan would be to have an advisory engineei- and economist 
' .
as a regular part of the personnel of the industrial de-
portment. 
Sometimes the school of commerce of the ·state uriiver-
• ' I • L ' ' I , • 
s1.ty or other :educational instit~tion may do the work. The 
bulk of the outside surveys bave:been made by persons or 
,: ' '
til'ms varying greatly among thesiselves in many respects. 
' ' ' ' '
but which mny best be classed as industria;t. engineers. A
large mnnber or such firms have appeared in recent years~ 
' . 
constituting perhaps a new profe~sion of functional experts. 
B. . Form of the Survey 
In practically all cases it is undesirable for the 
survey to be put together in ~ botmd volume. :tn too many 
instances it would seem that the editing of a pretentious 
volume was the primacy objective. This false notion has 
been one of the factors causing secretaries .to report that 
they did not believe that the ttresults of the survey jus-
tified the cost. The material soon becomes obsolete and 
al1 the effort is wasted." 
There are several disadvantages inherent 1n the bound 
volumes. In the first place, they are,exceedingly expen-
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sive. Maily that have ·been examined have been bound ·1n
_ elaborate form end would range in price from $2.00 to 
$25.00 per copy. depending sometvhat on.the number printed. 
Second. the bound volume becomes obsolete almost by the· 
time that it is published. ·Markets are constantly shift-
ing; buying ·habits_ changing; population. moving. Those 
and other d-ynamic tendencies make obsolescence the downing 
factor ·or the bound. volume. Third, if it could ba put ·1n ·
the hands·of·those interested while the material was still 
.. potent• what · uso · would ·1.t have? A well wri ttan letter · 
setting forth the factors pertinent to a certain busineGS 
problem will have moFe real value than will a voluminous 
survey. Busy executives refuse to pore over ·pages or 
material, the major part of which is foreign to their 
situation. 
Kansas City, Missouri; Louisville, Kentucky; Utica, 
Ne~_.York; Indianapolis, Indiana; end Columbus, Georgia 
~ve presented the summary of their_ survey in a very 
attractive and interesting way. Small booklets contain-
ing the high-lights made readily intelligible by the use 
of simple graphs,~e offered for general distribution. 
Kansas City_has just published nThe Book of Xansas City 
_Opportun1t1es.n They mmiber 212. In a very vivid way 
the facts are presented in a booklet of about 35 or 40 
pages. 
The publishing of the findings of the survey 1n a 
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magazine edited by the local chamber of commerce has ad-
vantages superior to the one large volume containing all 
the information 1n prosaic fashion. The Louisville Board 
of Trade Journal, Providenc~ Magazine, Sioux City Spirit 
of Progress carry a particular message in each issue. 
Such a type of publicity provides for a repeated presenta-
tion of the message and will bring many more inquiries 
then would the sending out or a large number of surveys 
which would only have the power of arousing interest once. 
The facts uncovered 1n the industrial analysis should 
be filod by appropriate headings on soma loose-leaf' or 
card system. This is inexpensive am the material can be 
supplemented or revised as the occasion may require. Of 
course, these facts should not be pigeon-holed here. never 
to be made known to the public. Their specific purpose is 
to arouse the local interest of the comnmnity and the 
special interest of business enterprisers looking for suit-
able new fields in which to expand. Just how can this be 
done? People 1n general. and business executives as well., 
want some of this thinking done for them. This material 
must first be refined and the high-lights presented. Hid-
den away somewhere are facts that will arouse interest 
developing a "community consciousness." There is also 
information which, when separated from the other mass of 
material• will be of interest to certs.in business men. In 
this vast store of information the publicity department 
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bas the basis .fott its local. newspaper advertising 1n facts 
and figures pertaining to· particular industries· that · 
should be presented in trade·journs.ls. Lastly, hare will 
be found .the ·major part of the factual data for a spacial 
report or fallow-up work. · · 
The loose-leaf method~ while not attractive for pub-
lication, if such were desirable, does provide pertinent 
material .. which can be presented in ·tabloid form in ·small 
booklets and. in various trade journals. .· When tha inquiries 
~ome in, the framework for the special report may be fol.llld 
here~ ··This information must, o1' coUI'se, be supplementod 
by· such special investigations .as may be necessary for the
particular case.· · 
Table V shows the relative popularity .of the ·various 
methods of recording industrial data. 
Table V 
Methods of Preserving end Presenting 
Industrial survey Data 
Percentage reported 1n 
cities having population of: 
Cities over 25.ooo 
Method :respond• Not over but not Over 





·1 ' ! 29 34 22 : 18 
Other methods 80 66 '78 82
Total 109 100 100 100: 
: 
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c. Cost of' the Sul'vey 
In Table VI is shown the expenditure for surveys as 
reported for 'T'1 cities. There are several observations 
that should'be noted. First, as the size of the city in-
creases the expenditures ~e larger. This is only as one 
would expect, due to the added size of the city being sur-
veyed. There is another factor, however. less obvious. and 
that 1s thoroughness. The job in the large city is prob-
ably done more scientifically and accurately. Again, it 
may be noted that 89 percent of the cities under 151000 
spent lees than $1,000, while of' the cities of 100,000 
and ovw, only 39 percent spent as little as $1,000 and 
61 percent spent $5,000 or more. Finally, the possibility 
that the smaller c1t1es are not spending as nmch as they 




Expenditure for Surveys. . .
Cities having population ot: 
Cities Over 25.000 
Amounts spent. respond- but not 
ing Bot over over over 
. . 25,000 . ' . 100,000 100,00( 
Less·.tban $·1.,000 55 34 14. '1
$ 1,000.- $1,999 5 ~· :4
$. 2~000 - $3,999 ·4 l 3
$.4,000 • $5,999. 8 '. 1 4 3
$ 6,000.-.. $ V,999 2 1·. l 
$ a,ooo - $9,999 1 1 
-
.$10.000 - $11,999 3 3
over $12,000 5 5
Tota1 83 38 26 19 
D. Financing the Survey
The majority of all S\ll"Veys are financed by private 
subscription. either airectly to the f,md for the survey 
or indirectly by budgeting the survey as one of the pro-
jects to be financed as a pa.rt of the regular program of 
the chamber of connnerce. The advantage of the contribution 
or subscription plan lies not in its theoret1ca1 appllca-
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tion, but primarily in its practibility. Real. industrial. 
research is non-spectacular and thus it is difficult to 
secure common public support. Aid for such a project must 
come .from those who are to be directly benefited· and the 
individuals representing such firms must be of sufficient-
17 high caliber to appreciate the real. advantages to be 
derived from sound. unbiased fact-finding. The manufact-
uri~ interests are the ones on whom most reliance. must be-
placed for the support of the survey. Distributors. of the 
city can see the advantage of publicity work, but may 
question large expenditures to~ purely analytical work. 
This probably explains why many community advertising pro~ 
grams receive tax support, while very few survey projects 
receive f'unds directly from public revenue. 
There is a great deal that might be said for tax 
support of the survey. If it is a tool of sufficiently 
general public use, why should not all be compelled to con-
tribute?· In such a manner more 11bera1 amounts would be
made available and the burden would be less unfairl.y dis-
tributed. Then, too, if it is believed advisable to carry 
on such economic analysis by larger regions# taxation pro-
vides an equitable meth~d of distributing the burden and
an already existi~ organization can be made available for 
collecting the funds. Business men generally contribute 
liberally to ~mething for their immediate cormmm1ty, but
they are less zea1ous 1n the support of a program 1nvolv-
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1rig a. region ·one ·hundred miles distant. · Again, ·there is 
the diff'icul.cy of' statutory nnd constitutional difficul-
ties. Many states ·do not permit the use of tax funds for· 
publicity purposes • 
. ·In·a few cases what haspassed under the name of o.
surveyhas apparently been made self-sustaining by sel-
ing space to advertisers. The surveys. thus f1nancod 01•0 
of· 'an almostnegligible number and are not ·bona fide sur-
veys. butmerely an ingenious advel'tisirig scheme of smno 
individual. The task of conducting an.industrial survey 
is not one that can be made sal:r-sustain1ng,. though 1t,
may be quite. justifiable economicaly.: 
E. Sources o:r the Data 
From t~e publicity material distributed it is ev1-. ' .
·dent ~~ a so-caled 1ndus~r1al survey is frequently 
11tle more than a colection or data culed from second-
arysources that happen to beavailable at 11tle or no 
cost. In a relatively few cases primacy data concerning 
. .
the local factors have.been secured by means of canvasses 
made bythe ag~ncy 1n c~rge or the survey. secondary 
. .
and primary data, as thus defined• occur 1nvarying ratios 
- • J ' ' I • • 
in al the~~eys and the pu1?11c1ty material. The data 
are orgen1zedw1th varying.degrees of effectiveness. 
_The sources of secondary data. available withoutthe
necessity of a 1ocal c~vass end analysis, are rich and
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varied. They include such· sources·. as ·.the United States.· 
Census. the publications of the Unitea·.states ·Geological. 
survey6 tho United States Bureau of Labor Statistics •. · · · · 
reports of·the state Departments of Agriculture,- reports 
of the State Tax Commissions and of local assessment · 
officials. the·B1ennial Census of Manufacture~,and various 
census-of-distribution studies that have been·madeby the 
Un1tod states Chamber of Connnerce. · Not·. to utilize these·· 
sources in so far aa:they·e.re ava1lable-and .. 1nso r~ e.s 
the mnter1nl 1s pertinent would be to waste labor and.· . 
money 1n unnecessary dup11cation. Analysis of such ave.11-
able materials and comparisons of locni with general data 
mny yield valid and valuable conclusions at the· 1owest 
possible cost. It:1s obv-lously byrea~on o~ ~he.exi~~ence 
and utilization of this vast and varied body of genern1 
information that so many of the surveys have been conducted 
at such a remarkably 1ow cost. That the sur,rey making in 
many cases bas been little m~re then analysis and compari-
son based upon the genera1 information available is 'not 
' .
noooesarily a matte~ deserving adverse criticism. The 
locol situation may have warrnnted only that_ mnount of study.· 
Some special attention shoul~ be paid to the Biennial 
Census of Monufacture~_,s1nce it probably provides the best 
outline of survey procedure. nThe census statistics· are 
compiled primarily fo~ the purpose of showing (1) the . . 
production of each important class or kind of manufactured 
4'1
commodity and the increase or decrease therein, (2) the 
absolute ,and relative magnitude or.·varioue manufacturing 
industries covered end· their growth and decline, and (3) 
the industrial importe.nce ·of individual states and cities 
and their changes in rank.nl In addition~ statistics 
are·presented which throw light upon certain matters of 
economic. mid sociological importance, suoh .. ae size of 
establishments, monthly ·emplo:il]lent of wage earners, and 
power· equipment.2 · ·Industry for purposes of study 1a 
classified· into .sixteen groups. Under each of these groups 
the various products are named and treated with respect to 
the following.questions:· 
. (1) S1JJmilary for the United states during a five yenr 
.period showing number of establisb:ments, wage earners, 
wages paid for contract· work, cost of materials, value ot 
product. value added by manufacture, horse power., and the
percent of increase or decrease. 
(2) Wage earners, by months., f()I'J the United States 
for five year period and for selected states as of acer-
tain year•.
(3) · Prima movers, generators. and motors by tn,e 
number and rated capacity. 
· (4) Summary of these general statistics by states. 
1. Biennial census of Manufactures, Department of cam-
merce. 1925, P• 3. 
2. :Ibid. p. 31 -
.3Other tables and smrnnaries. are as .follow: 
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(l) Combined smmnary for all industries b¥ geograph-
ical divisions and states for five year per1od. 
(2) General statistic.a b7 industries for the United 
States as ot a certain year. 
(3) Swmnary, by states for all industries combined~ 
and tor individual. industries. 
(4) Summary for cities having 100,000 population,. 
for all industries combined, end fC>r" individual industries. 
(5) Summary for cities having 10,000 population or 
. more, and for states. 
One ot the larger cities of the midd1e west uses this 
biennial census as the main source of ~nformation for pro-
duction figures. On the years that the Government does 
not talte the census, the industrial department organizes 
a staff of five census takers and 1n four or five months 
time duplicates the work of the Department of Commerce. 
Their work is even more inclusive than that of the Govern-
ment 1n which industries producing less than $5,000 are 
excluded. 'l'he local survey includes all. Coupling these 
data with those of the census of distribution, a quite 
complete picture of the community is ava1lab1e as to pro-_. 
duction and consumption standards. This information is 
3. .Qi?• ~., P• 1283-1453. 
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secured annualJ.y for almost one-fourth the amount that was 
paid to·an eng1neer1.ng firm to make·a survey or the o1cy a 




Use of ·the survey Data··: 
Assmn1ng the survey completed and the material kept. 
up to date, the real purpose for which the information was 
collected must then be accomplished, 1:l8lllely,_to acquaint 
local business 1nte~ests end outside prospects with the 
industrial situation. Otherwise, the data ere large,ly 
valueless. The ut111za~1on of the survey to the fullest 
extent involves the following t~ee distinct steps.~ 
First, getting 1n touch with prospects through var-ious 
advertising media; second, following up 1eads by means of 
special reports or a personal call by a representative; 
o.nd third, the extension of such aid as it may be·the 
policy of the organization to give. 
A. Getting 1n !!?ouch With Prospects 
' .
Locating and opening negotiations with the prospec-
tive business interest is not, of course, a part of survey 
making. However, the form of the survey must be adapted 
to the requirements of the prospect~ as shown above, be-
cause the prospect must be appeale~ to on the basis of 
interests. The material in the survey and the research 
reports must be adapted to the advertising media~ 
methods which are quite varied as the following paragraphs
will show. Moreover. it is also the f'unction of the ad-
vertising program to disclose the response of prospects, 
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with the·poasibility that hints end suggestions as to what 
opportunities in the local industrial conditions nro to be 
investigated. 
Direat·mail It appears from ·the questionnaire returns ----
that the mailing list ranks first as a maana of getting 1n
touch with those that might· be intel"estod 1n knowing about 
the industrial opportunities or the community. When a 
special class of individuals are to be.reached; direct 
mail should prove the most·e.f.fective and tho least.expen-
sive ... ltia111ng lists can be procured i'rom -firms· specinl1z-
1ng in furnishing :this service. i'rom trade organizations · 
and.associe.ti~ns- ,end from a. variety of' other sources •. 
'.
Magazines-~ Magazines and newspapers are given second 
Nevrspapers place. The newspaper has more value 1n 
creating an atmosphere of "home development." 1n making 
the poople·of' the city·in question·"community conscious." 
The COlID!DJD:! ty mast be put in order · to recei V8 and Oa.re , 
for·the expected.increase 1n bus1ness·.-aot1v1ty. 'l'he
magazine is ·more important v,hen a, mesange is to be OarI'ied 
. . l. 
to a special .gr,oup. A city, for e.xsmpl.e, that.wnnto a 
new hotai. and has the assurance that. its peoplo will baok 
up such an enterprise with both moral and financial support, 
l. Mowry~. Don~ Community Advertising, Can~ell Press. 
1924, ,p. 304.··· . 
goes to the hotel journals and buys space to make this 
i'aot lmown. The city., in this way, reaches hotel oper-
ators and others of means who may be interested 1n the 
particular city advertising for a hotel. 
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Teolmical Opportunities for industrial advertising 1n 
Journals the technical journals are so numerous that 
there is need for subdivision even 1n the selection of 
journals in which to advertise a phase of the industrial 
' ' 2;.~c;1vit1es or needs of the conmn:mity. If the comnnmity 
oan show a need for metal trades, for org~~ations emp1oy-
1ng artisan labor, for industries employing women 1n whole 
or 1n part, there are special journals for each appeal 
through pa.id advertising space. In a word, en industrial 
or a business opportunity is being sold and the reader 
must be_ made to think. This thinking must be within the 
range of his experience, invite his interest, and secure 
a response. 
Other Methods The questionnaire brought forth the follow-
ing suggestions as to methods used 1n 1ocat1ng industrial 
prospects: press clippings, requests, personal tips, 
local manufacturers and merchants, industrial bureau of 
public utilities, persona1 solicitation, new incorporations 
2. .QE.• m_., P• 305 
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1n the state, ·.corr~spond.ence, industrial representative, 
and :tips ·from members. .' Theaforementioned miscolanoous 
group cannot be relied upon al.one for.· 1ndtistr1a1· prospects. 
Ag~essive methods, such·as advertising, must form the 
backbone of the program. Howe~er, anywide-awake_1nd~-
. . '
·~f-~~ de,partment ~~~ end wil make use of a~ of the
~~liary meth~~s ~bat.may. cba~eto beavaila~le. 
vfuat Some.Citi~s Dail~s~ Texaswas stimulated bythe-
~·Doing achievement ·of.Atlanta, Georgia to 
investigate the advisability or· advertising na1ias and 
its trade territory. Twenty thousand d·olars was made 
ava11able for securing the· services of an'eng1neer1ng 
firm. After two years of investigation they came to the 
conclusi~n that there were eighteen lines of industry for 
which the peculiar· circumstances of the southwest assured 
a good opportunity ·for development. The omnpaign as now 
outlined· cals for $450~000 to be used in advertising. nt 
the ~ate of $150•000 for each or three years. The campaign 
is being directed ~.trade j~nals.of.the recommended 
11nes •. w+t~ one. year~ s t~e the~bar .of national and 
sectionaly important concerns have.increased 1n Dalas 
' . 
by 163. ;Newbus~nesses ofal typesha"?'eincreased 600 
in seven months. The advertising has been a very valuable 
m~ans "?f se~ur~prospects.· Bore ·than2,000 inquiries 
have been received, 1,000 of which are sound prospects. 
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A cooperative project that is attracting considerable 
attention at the present time is the work of Puget Sound 
nnd. British Columbia., Incorporated. International rivalry-
nnd traditional civic jealousy have been laid aside for 
tenm work. Vancouver, Victoria, ·Bellingham., Everett, 
Seattle, Tacoma and Longview are carrying on their work· 
through the existing chamber of commerce with the.office 
at Seattle acting as a clearing house for the association. 
The budget for the year 1928 called for $41,000. This 
sum was raised by contribution from each city. its share 
boing based on population. Ea~h dollar of this $41,000 
was expended in the following way: 86¢ for advertising 
space, 2¢ for photographs, 4¢ for information bureaus~ 4¢ 
tor literatUl'e and 2¢ for clerical help. 
New England is sponsoring a program through the acti-
vities of the recreational and power interests. Three 
hundred thousand dollars has been reconnnended for a period 
or three years. It is hoped that through this campaign 
good will may be created for New·England products; that 
New England can be sold to itself; that visitors may be 
attracted by advertising recreationa1 and h1storica1 feat-
ures; and lastly, that present industries may be encouraged 
to expand. 
Louisville established its Industrial Foundation 1n 
1916. However, it was by chance that an advertising cam-
paign was decided upon. In 192'1 the Louisville Gas and
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Electric Company completed a new hydro-electric plant. Ror 
a period of three months the company advertised the plant 
1n ·eight of the metropolitan newspapers. Inquiries woro 
produced in.~uoh a l.arge volmne as to warrant the entering 
·of the city on an enlarged advex-t1s1ng program. One.hund-
red tho~and. dollars a year for three yea.rs has been sub-
scribed. These subscriptions have been raised at a cost 
of 2i percent.· . 
. In 1926.the·co;nmunity advertis1ng,b1ll.was.est1mated 
at approximately.$6,ooo.ooo.3 ·A questionna,~e sent out 
by·the Uilited states Department of Commerce concerning 
expenditure or cities for advertising, exclusive or othor 
types.of community promotion, brought retUl'ns totalling· 
$4.592,001.00. This amount .was-distributed in the follow• 
ing ma.nnez- among cities of various sizes: 
3. Advertising for Community Promotion, Domestic Conn:nerce 
~eries ~o._21~ 19281 p. 36 (Appendix). 
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· Amount Expended ·, !2.• of· Ci ties· · -
Less than $ 1,·000 ·27
$1,000 to$ ·4,999 64 
$ 5 1 000 to$ ·9,999 .·.·a3 ·
,,• .
·e10,ooo to'$14.999' ll 
$15~000; ·to ·e19·,999 8
·t2b~ooo to $~4#99~ l 
'$25,ooo· to $29,999 7
$30~000 to $34,999 :, 'l
· $35,ooo to $39,.999 3.·
$40,000 to $44,999 l, :· I 2
$4s,ooo to $49,999 . ·3.
$50,000 ·to $54~999 9
'$66,000 to.$59,999 2·
$60,000 to $64,999 1 
$~5,000 to $80,000 2
- - - -- - - - - -
$100,000 to $145,000 a 
-- - - - - - - - -
As stated previously, it is est1mated that at tho 
~ ~ ' ~ ' ' .. " . . '
present time the expenditure for community promotion wiµ 
:run well ovez, · $10,000,000 fo'I* the more than. three lnmrlred
communities involved. 
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B. Follow Up 
When the prospect hae b~en located, onJ.y a smal1 part 
of the task is c~pleted; in,fact. tho real task hns just 
begun. Interest has -been aroused but action is v,bat de-
~ t •. ' • 
ter.ndnes ~hether: the oftorts.have been succe.ssiul or not. 
No industrial c~1ttee sllould be willing to risk this 
vital. part or t~a.selling prQcess to a sterotyped 1ndus-
t~ia.i· analysis -that they ms.7,haye available· ·for suoh pur .. 
poses. The least that should.be done would be to send a .. . '' . .
specially prepaI'~~ repo~t,. o~e~ly ~rked out and setting 
forth clearly the.advantages.that the city bas to offer as 
regards this spec+e.l coneern! s probl8la. 
ur. E. w. McCullough,. manager or Department or unnu-
faotul"e or the United States.Chamber of Commerce, 1n a 
recent letter addr,essed,to the writer concerning the opin-
1.on expressed at the.Industrial. Bul'enu Managers conference 
held 1n WashingtoJ;l.on April 15-16, 1928• as.to the usability 
of' the detached survey. made the following statement: "The 
. consensus of opinion as. developed by this part or the dis-
cussion seems to. point. toward the neoessity of more oare-
fully analyz1ng·th~ information that 1s included in an 
industrial survey from the standpoint or 1ntellig:1.b1l1cy 
to the· industrial. executive to whose attention it will be
b:rought. ·1:n various different ways the thought was empha-
sized that.·today a great deal or time and money 1s being 
wasted by communities 1:n sending copies of detailed indus-
.SB 
trial. surveys to the heads of mam1tacturing companies that 
might be regarded in the 11ght of prospects for new 1oca-
tion. In fact, the statement was made that a well written 
letter consisting of a page or a page and a half definitely 
applying itself to the industry under discussion~ wo~d se-
curo greater attention as a starting point for securing an 
industrial pt'ospect than an elaborate and costly industrial 
survey, through which a busy executive had to dig .for the 
tacts he wanted." 
The following table indicates the general policy of 
the c1t1es reporting, with respect to follow up methods-. 
Table VII 
Methods ot Following lJp
Cities having population of: 
Cities over 25,000 
Method respond- but not 
1ng Not over over Over 
2s.ooo 100,000 100,000 
Special report 67 26 21 20 
Part time 
representative 43 23 14 6
Fall time
representative 23 3 6 14 
: 
Total 133 52 41 40 
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C. Special Inducements 
· The·practice of offering special induoements of any
kind what'soever is of questionable merit. · Business tenda
to locate 1n the ~ost favorable :pofi tion relative to natur-. .
ai resources,:markets,:and other possible factors. To dis-
. .
close the facts 1n these respects is ali that the industrial. 
Sllrvey can do; Any ar~ificial st1mulus. that hinders the 
working of these factors is of questionable economic value. 
Assuming that: the impetus of en :early start 1a more Slnpor-
tant than resources or'.markets, :then there would be some 
justification for business. inducements as far as tho commu-
nity securing the new industry is concerned. 
' ' 
Two striking facts,as shown 1n Table VIII, stand out 
in an analysis of the section dealing with this subject. 
First. the general tendency of cities of all classes is 
to give no artificial st1mulus or any kind. Second, the 
larger cities give pract1ca1ly no inducements and those 
\ 
that are offered are non-glamorous and economically sound. 
· A few of the large industrial centers hold out tnx exemp-
tion ·and industrial funds. Tax exemption generally is 
merely nom,nal. and is limited to a period of five or ton 
yea.rs •. Industrial funds ~e .quite a different propos1-




Special Aid Extended to Prospects 
Cities having population of, 
Cities Over 25.00C 
Type of aid respond- but not 
ing Uot over ovoz- ·OVett
.. 25,000 100~000 100.,0~1 
No special aid . 65. 23 20 22 
stock endo~sement 
and selling 9 a· 1 
Tax exemption ll '"I ·3 l. 
Bonuses 10 9 l 
Industrial .t'unds 12 3 5 4
Industl'ial 
incubators 5 3 l l. 
Total 112 53 31 28 
As a community develops industrially,, its technique 
of acquiring new industries chnnges. At first, it will 
throw out its bait rather promiscuously. Free building 
sites, cash- stock endo~sement~ and stock selling are the 
type of inducements that the 'Unsophisticated offer. _ Such 
inducements are found to attract, in too many cases, a 
business that is transitory. Eventually the activity 
changes from seeking to that or selection. The larger 
cities have learned to encourage only industrial develop-




Industrial inouba.tors are buildings or a 
building so equipped that small industries 
mar be housed there till they reach the stage whore they 
are able.to move to larger quarters and meet the competi-
tive forces of industrial life on equal terms. In general 
these plans have been abandoned. Ho\VeVer, one city that 
4has such an incubator is Chicago. The central manufact-
uring district or Chicago set out to meet tho need or the 
infant industry. An old building formerly used for stor-
age of war materials_ was first used. Other bu.ildinge hnve 
been added to take care of the twenty-nine small oompanioa 
now housed there. The value of the plan has been dom.on-
strated by the fact that three concerns hnvo graduated in 
an average incubation period of two years. The plan does 
not leave off here~ bttt provides a now home for the indus-
try that is gro\Ving up. allowing it to pay for its new 
home on a deferred payment plan. 
Industrial 
Funds
In most cases the establ1shnent of nny sort 
of an industrial fund con do little more to 
stimulate industrial growth than can the regular banking 
institutions. Williamsport, Pennsylvania, which was a 
pioneer 1n the guaranty fund movement. abandoned the plan 
in 1915 after giving it fifteen years tr1al.5 The failure 
4. Thomas, Leon I., "Hatching New Industries," Factory 
and Industrial Management, lt!ay, 1929. 
5. Industrial Development Bulletin, Organization Servioe 
Bu.Deau Series1 United States Chamber of Connnerce, 1923, 
P• 16 
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or the plan was attributed to the fact that there was no 
,real, legitimate field tor its activities. Other communi-
ties having tried 1ndustr1al funds and later abandoning 
thom are, Wheeling, West Virginia; Butler, Pennsylvania; 
Little Rock, Arkansas; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; LaFayette, 
I1Xl.1ana; Elmira, New York; Tacoma, Washington; and Lincoln, 
6Nebraska. 
A recent letter addressed to Oshkosh. Wisconsin and 
Poughkeepsie, New York regarding their 1ndustria1 funds , 
brought the following replies. Oshkosh stated that their 
plan was discontinued several years ago. Poughkeepsie con-
tinued the plan until the subscribers were called upon to 
meet tho deficit growing out of two failures. 
On the other band there are notable examples of 
success. Excerpts of letters received' from the following 
citios show, in part, the plan and what degree of' success 
they have had with it. 
Hudson, New York. "This organization, Chamber of 
Comnerce Industrial Development, purchased a tract of 
land comprising about 160 acres for the sum of $20,000. 
This lond was improved with railroad siding, streets, 
water, and fil'e protection facil.ities, end we were then 
·ready tor industries. The money for the tract and im-
provements was raised by membex-s of the Chamber of cmmnerce 
6. .QE.• ~. P• 17 
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who under-_wrote money · borrowed :f.'rom our banks to cover 
_t;lle ,exp_ense by endorsement ot six-month notes as a
guarantee that the. banks wo~d .be protected. On the 
strength ·o:r these notes. suff'ic.1ent money was borrowed for 
t~e _org~izatio~. 
uThe trac~ was divided intc;, five s.c~.-e lote and sold 
_ on the .u~s1s · of $1,000 par acre ~o prospective industries. 
The-Chamber o~ Commerce guaranteed _maintenance ot the 
railroad siding.connecting the factory with the B. & A. 
Railroad, .tog~ther with improvement~ such as wator linos 
and power line service. 
"Next. the Qhamber of connnerce, through the notes of 
its members, borrowed sufficient money from the banlts
vrl.th.which to erect a suitable facto~ building for the 
prospect. The cost of said plant was repaid by the indus-
try in question through the retirement of a series ot bonds 
at the rate of .$3.000 per year ~t stated intervals. 
nThis 1s the story 1n a nutshell, and bas been highly 
successful; we have located five stable industries on 
this tract of lend within the past seven years.a 
st. Joseph, Michigan. , "About eigh~een years ago 
the st. Joseph Development Company was organized and had 
turned over to it about $42.000 out of a paid bond issue 
for industrial development purposes. The Development 
Company has assisted 1n one wtlY or·another 23 industries, 
12 of which are in business and successfully opera.ting. 
Due to careful .investment and conservation of· i'unds. we· ·. 
still have about $15.000 left. 
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"The assistance rendered in the earl-y days consisted 
of outright ,donation of land. and 1n one or ·two cases ps:y~ 
ment of:a cash bonus •. In.more.recent·years the assistance. 
has consisted of partial payments for sw~tch track service, 
for payment of moving expenses., s.nd,loans,without interest. 
In spite of the smallness of the fund with which .we had to 
work the Development Company has been unusually success~, 
the industries secured employing from 40 to 1000 persons .. 
each." 
Fort Wayne, Indiana. "Along 1n 1921 snd 1922,when 
, ' '
we secured the International Harvester Companyts large 
plant from Akron., Ohio. it was necessary for us to develop 
an industrial district immediately east of our city, and 
to do so the Greater Fort Wa'3lle Development Company, with 
a capitalization of $i,000$000 was formed. Stock was sold 
to the extent of a million dollars and a tract of land of 
some 200 acres was purchased, belt line railroad run 
through the property, and city service installed. A por-
tion of this land had to be set aside for houses, as, when 
the Intarnat1ona1 were figuring with us right after the 
war, we were decidedly short ~n houses. 
nFrom the time the contract was signed until the 
International.actually completed their plant. private 
initiative bad taken care of the housing situation., so 
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we only called about, $2601 000 .· of' the million do;1ars sub-
scribed, which was. sufficient to buy the property and oon-
~truct the belt line. ete •. Since that time we have 
placed possibly a .do~en substantial 1r.dustr1es in this 
tract, selling them the land at .actual cost to us without 
any spe~ulat1ve profit from th~ trt.m.sact1on • 
. "We also .have. created in the ·last yoar and a half 
.•
a mill:lQn dollar industrial fund which is purely n credit . 
propos1 tion~ Tho plan 1n brief is as follows: Ee.oh sub-
scril;,ar will sign a note for the total smount for which 
he could be ca1led upon in tba event of loss on any loan. 
The ultimate aggt'egate of these notes is expected to be 
'
$1.000.000 or more. These notes will be placed 1n the 
hands of _the trustee~ the.First National Banlt, to be uood 
under the direction of the industrial commission and the 
industrial finance committee. 
"If a loan is applied for by a company which contem-
plates establishing its plant or. business 1n this city, 
an investigation will first be made by the 1ndustr1a1 cam.-
mission. If the commission decides, after investigation, 
that the applicant is entitled to such financing as it 
asks~ it will refer the matter to the finance committee. 
If this committee in turn approves the recommendation of 
the industrial commission, it will determine what collateral 
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or security, other than a mortgage on its plant and mach-
inery. the borrower must put up in· order to secure the 
loans as :requested. I·t will then authorize· the trustee. 
upon receipt by it of the collateral security specified, 
to issue to any bank making suoh loans to the borrowing 
company, participation certificates# which will in effect 
provide that the loaning bank is entitled to participate 
in the amount of mbscribers' notes held by. the trustee 
up to en amount equal to the loan ma.de by such bank. 
"The bank may make such loan either directly to the 
borrower or.to the trustee •. In the latter event, the 
trustee will then turn over the proceeds of the.loan to 
the borrower and the borrower' s note will be made to the , 
trustee. If any such loan should be de.faulted• the trus-
tee will then proceed to foreclose and realize on the 
security or collateral put up with the trustee by the 
borrower. If .the boI'rower does not meat the loan, and
1f the collatera1 held by the trustee is insufficient to 
pay the amount of it, then the su.bseribers will be called 
upon to pay their pro rata. share of such loss; that is. 
each subscriber would then have to pay to the trustee a 
percentage of this note equal to the percentage that the 
loss suffered bears to the ngg?>egate of all subscr1bettst 
notes.n 
The following tabulated report is a summa17 and con-
densation of a study with respec1t to industrial financing 
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and 1ndus'o/1al.funds ,conducted by Mr. A. s. Keller. man-
.ager ·9f the ind.ustr1a1 division or the Pittsburgh Chamber 
Qf Commerce., The eentral·.nota.e.xpressed by practically. 
nll.chambers regarding aids to business· 1s .that 1 t· mu.st 
be ~bove the o.lsmor ·of the public and based on sound· eco-
n~c ;principles .. of· f1na.nc1-ng. 
·: · It is probably true that there is .more: justification 
for.,a·_revo1v1ng fUnd .to. aid either new·. or established 
businesses 1n tha ·small city .than there .is in the large 
ones.·. The. large ~ity :generally has· established credit 
facilities.which are.available and which are·cnpable of 
opening a·.line of credit·adequate·for the needs of any 
business. Business which the· bankers refuse to underwrite 
should be discounted very highly by any·other credit system. 
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Chambers of Commerce Aiding 1n · ·.
Industrial Financing 












288,000· Funds used for advertising. 
445,000 As yet no practical.value. Plan 
too rigid. 
40,000 Must not yield to public clamor. 
All·loans made on a business 
basis. 








The diff1cu1ty lies in the fact 
tho.t·conservative administra-
tion is not spectacul8.I' enough 
to satisfy the- public.·· 
Some value .. 
Very cautious about financing 
done. 
Rather hazardous. In most 
cases a result.of public clamor. 
Set up to fill a definite need. 
l~ost funds are a result of 
public clamor. 
Same as Easton •. · 
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Chmnbers of Commerce which have Discontinued 
Industrial Financing 
Name of Oity Population Results 
Boston 807,000 Losses overwhelming. 
Los Angeles 1,407 ~082 General financing through reg-
ular institutions seems 
sufficient. 
New Orleans 435,624 Most firms needing financing 
could be handled by banks as
well • 
. Wilmington 131,009 Considerable money lost. 
Policy now not to finnnoe or 




Active Industr1a1 Funds 
Date of No.o~ , 
incor- · loans Fail- Purpose 
poration made urea 
1915 30 2 ·Aid existing 
·.and new · · · 
:industries 
Type
· ot Nature .of assistance 
fund.
Cash · Center for ·demand and
·supply ·of capital 
Binghampton 1926 l ·.Aid new and
·established 
. · industries 
~redit 6%·loans for one to ten 





1910 · . 24 · *·. :.New industries Credit Building site purchased and
. buildings erected and mort-




New and estab~ 
: lished: 
: . industries 
·Aid old and 
.. seclll'e· · new 
;: industries 
Credit Aids industries to purchase 
. land and buildings on mnor-
tiza t1on plan. 
cash 6% lo~s 
. . .
;: Confined to riew CrecU.t Constructed plants for 14 
·: industries indust.~ies 
* One operated by guarantors. 
** t1aa,ooo 
Connected 







Active Industrial Funds (Continued) 
Date· ot No.of Type Connected 
01t7 1ncor- loans Fail- Pur-pose of Natul'e of assistance with 
·poration made ·ures fund c. of c. 
. Keene 1913 cash constructed 13 plants No 
·· Lou1sv11i~ .. 1916 Cash First mortgage on land No 
and building 
~uskegon 1925 12 none Aid new and cash Preference given to building No 
established loans rather than working 
industries capita1 
Norfolk- 1922 2 credit Mortgage on land and building 
Ports 20% per year at 6% 
Ohio Valley 1926 2 New industries cash Investment, loans and No 
in the Wheeling endorsement 
District. 
Portland 1926 4 Worthy new cash Invest in stocks of approved No 
industries industries 
Utica 1926 2 New and old cash Loans to 30 or 40% of No 
industries requirement 
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Abandoned and 1nact1ve Industrial Funds 
Years operated 
City or Reason for abandomnent 
date abandoned 
Boston .2 years No real legitimate field for 
the activities of such a commu-
nity financing. Worthwhile in-
dustries could be financed 
through banking circles and
local investors. 
Cleveland Inactive; understood, however. 
a $500,000 credit fund is now 
being raised by the, connnercie.1 
club of Cleveland. 
Los Angeles 1928 · Never organized; funds not fully 
subscribed and therefore did not 
operate along the lines planned. 
New Orleans 2 years (Same as Boston). 
Oshkosh 1918-25 Purpose of .f 1nanc1ng onl.y local 
going industries completed. 
Scranton 1914 Inactive as a result of endeav-
oring to care .for financing 
which bankers turned down. 
Vl1111amsport 1900-15 (Same as Boston). 
W11mington 1894· Abandoned; consider it abso-
lutely unsound and unsafe. 
1!! Exemption 
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Tax exemption is practiced in varying 
degI'eas primarily in the Northeast and Southern states. 
The New England section is pressing this feature much 
less then the South. The New England exemption le.ws are 
I 
seldom mandatory while in same states in the South certain 
. types of industries are named directly 1n ~he exemption 
·11sts.7 ·.
· st·ock Endorsement ·Stock endorsement and stock selling 
really amount to guarantees of.the success 0£ the concern 
by those responsible for the endorsement. The achievement 
of a concern depends 1n·part upon those at 1ts hand. Man-
agement may change in a few years and the entire business 
policy may be revamped. Thus, one can see the disrepute . . '
that a chamber of connnerce may be drawn into by such an 
undertaking. 
7. Jensen, Jens P., Tax Exemption as a Means of Encourage-




The Regional Survey · 
The surveys discussed 1n the preceding sections have 
been thought or as limited to the area or a particular 
city and in soma cases to th~ trading area ·or that city. 
It is necesse.ry. however. to call. attention briefly to a 
type or survey covering areas or varying size, but always 
larger than any one city and its immediate tr~ding terri-
to17. Such regional surveys are less numerous than those 
rentr-1cted to a city, but they cover a large area 1n the 
aggregate. They merit consideration also because they 
constitute a method of avoiding some of the objections to 
the more narrow city survey. 
A. Justification for Regional scope 
Industry and commerce ignore pol1t1ca.1 boundaries. 
excep,t where the latter create differentials such as tax 
burdens of varying weight. The areas that have.a. common 
interest may be la;pge or an.all but they rarely c.o1nc1de 
completely w1 th the political uni ts. The economic area 
may substantially cover a county or it may embrace a group 
of contiguous counties. Others cover an entire state, 
while still others include a grou.p of several states. The 
enlargement of the survey area .is more or less spontaneous 
in response to recngnized community interests. 
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In some instances the survey• though covering a large 
area. is carried on primarily in .the interest of, and at 
: _'th~ ·co~~ ~f, the 11 lm.b ciq'~ of th~ area. Such, for example, 
is the case with the "Industrial Analysis of the Northwest" 
which was conducted and i'J.nanced by the city of Seattle ruxl 
which covered the states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and 
Montana, as well as a part of British Columbia. In gen• 
eral, however6 regional surveys must be initiated 8Ild
financed on a cooperative basis. 
The regional survey is probably the most economical 
method of furthering the connnon connnun1ty interest. The 
local sul'veys contain practically all the information re- . 
. .
. . 
quired by the regional survey, thus resulting 1n muoh . .
needless duplication of expenditure. As the i:e r onp1ta 
cost of the regional survey is less than that of the local 
survey. the cost of connnun1ty advertising based on the 
survey would be less. 
Recently the idea of-a connnun1ty interest on a broader 
basis than any political unit was recognized by the United 
states Department of Commerce 1n grouping the several 
states into nine groups, each group being regarded o.s hav-
ing .a commu:ni~y of interest. The idea has long been recog-
nized by the Bureau of .the Census 1n presenting divers 
statistical data relating to the several states 1n substan-
tially such e. grouping. Thl'ough the ~siness Week, a finan-
cial magazine •. ·and other means an effort is being made to 
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stimulate surveys on such a· ge·ograpbical basis. 
~tates Grouped According to Qeneral. 
· Community or Interest 
~ England Central Atlantic Mid-West -
Maine New York Iowa 
Vormont · Pennsylvania Wiscons:i.n· 
Now Hampshire New Je~sey M1chi.g8.I,l
Massachusetts Delaware Illinois 
Connecticut · !tar1land ,. Indiana 




Central Northwest Pacific Northwest ~~West Continental 
Montana Washington v;· omiri.g' y 
North Dakota Oregon. Nebraska 
Minnesota Idaho Colorado 
South Dakota Kansas
~ 
Pno11'1c Southwest Southeast Gulf South -
California Alabama Oklahoma 
Nevada Georgia· Texas
Utah North Carolina Tennessee 
Arizona South Carolina Missouri 
New Mexico Virginia Arkansas 
Florida ·Louisiana. 
Mississippi 
The sponsoring or such.a plan .by the six New England 
states through the New ~ngland Industrial Council demon- .. 
stratas the fact ~bat the p~an embodies sound principles •.. 
The work of the ,Council was outlined 1n a recent radio 
address made by Dr. Julius IO.ein of.. the Department of 
commerce on February 2, 1930. The program calls f~r the 
development a~ working out o:r the following problems: 
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. St1mulat1ng·New Eng1and•s industries, greater utilization 
of electric power, development of a scund farm-marketing 
program based on the grading and standardization of farm 
products to the extent that they can be identified by
suitable trade-marks, increasing the popularity or the seo-
tion· as a v~cation region, end mapping or a logical oystem 
of inter-related air routes. It has given thought to the 
matter of improvements at the ports and the greater use 
of water transportation. 
;"Governors of the six states are· sponsors nnd active 
members., Each state is represented'On every oommittae •. 
T11a council meets quarterly in each state in tUJ."n. ·An 
annual conference is a gt'eat event of New England's year. 
Financia1 support is volunta%'7.nl 
The Department of Commerce and the New England council 
have worked together in carrying out a thorough "Commercial 
Survey11 of New England,. . This has comprised comprehenst ve 
studies or the facts on the commercial and industrial. 
structure of the region,. These studies promise to prove 
~xtremely helpful not only to the area but to business men 
elsewhere who are interested 1n selling or buying th1Il3s 
in New England,. 
Economically, the Department or Commerce believes 
t~t the regional surveys form one or the basic features 
of its domestic connnerce work. 
In addition to the New England survey. such studies 
i... nA Plsn to Promote Economic Balance," Business Week, 
January s. 1930• p. 24. 
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have been conducted· in the states of. the Southeast~' ar.ul: ·. 
studies of the Paoli'io Coast and-· the· Gulf area are :now · · 
proceeding. Surveys will' be made in other·· regions · just · 
as soon a.a.funds are available •. 
The Department· of.·.connnerce feels that· the. regional.: ·· 
survey fills:a .need ·that is impossible to be l'aached . 
through the various ·conmnmity :studies.· .. The· Department· · · 
speaks openly ·against the tendency that now prevails'. ·.of 
one city regarding its neighbors as "out-lying" districts, 
and the tendency to restrict '."patriotism" to the locs.1:::,:: 
community. In many respects their interests are cOJ?m1.on. 
All of tho cities have·a great deal in common-end'.any 
mental set-up that.'tends to thwart cooperative effort is, 
thoroughly unwise. 
B. Typ~s of Regional surveys 
With a fair degree of clearness the regional surveys 
are classified on sovera1 bases so that at least certain 
tn,icnl cases may be seen. The area furnishes one basis. 
and the nature of the survey another. '1.'welve of the 
regional surveys available for study_were made on the 
00tmty basis. They include the survey of Lane County., 
Oregon; Los Angeles COllnty. California; Gray Harbor 
county, Washington, and a number of others. Of the county 
surveys one was prepared by an industrial engineering firm, 
. .
one by the research division of a state_~evelopment ass~-
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ciation~ one by the industrial department of the chmnber 
or commerce of a large city located in the county, and
one by the.school of c<>II1m:3rce of the state university. 
Thus it is evident that a large range of agencies are 
employed. 
The following table shows the distribution of the 
regional su.rveys according to the agencies respons1. ble 
for making them. 
Public utilities 5 
Chambers or commerce 6 
Some division of state 
schoo1 · 2
Industrial engineers 1 
Commissioner of agt'iculture 1 
It is but a step from the single county survey to 
that .in which several counties unite. Yet it seems that 
in order to generate initiative for the fonnntion of a 
new organization and to induce the competitive interests 
or the cooperating units to unite. the connnon interest 
must. be ~ecisive. Such was evidently the case with the 
Michigan copper counties whose pi-ogram is smmnarized as 
follows: 
l. To examine all the possibilities that exist for 
the expansion of industries in the three counties. 
2. To induce industries to locate in the copper 
counties. 
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3. · To investigate· the· possibilities of the manufa:c-. 
ture of copper. 
A similar clear-~ut case of a community 1nteres~ is 
found in a group of southeast Kansas counties.whose basic 
interests are the coal mining industry.and other 1ndus-
• I ' ' ' '• • • I • 
~ries wh1ch.~ve grown in that section because of the pres-
ence of.coal. 
The particular common interest that unites the various 
units nmy vary from place to· place. Thus6 in Buffalo, 
New York the N1agnra power district is included. Not only 
the best utilization by· the entire area of ~he generated 
power, but also rate. end regula~ion problems can be best 
adjusted on the basi~ of cooperative fact-rinding. 
. .
From the evidence shown in the material on hand, it 
appears that some of the most comprehensive- regional survey 
work of this nature has ·been done by· public -utility com.~ 
panies, such as the Southwestern Bell; Telephone Company. 
Their economic ·surveys ·umally take the state as a unit'~
Two or three field men spend as much as two years. or: time 
compiling material from the region concerned. While this 
material is particularly valuable in making·forecasts of 
ba.s:iness growth, it is also valuable from the viewpoint 
of any·business concern •. These general economic surveys
are available for distribution to selected mailing 11sts. 
Most agricultin-al development problems can·best·be 
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hand1eq by regions. If a product or. group or products are 
fO'U!l:d to b_e a~pted to a region, the most advantageous pro-
duction will come about through a unified etf ort or the 
whole ~ea~ , If ·enough producers can be stimulated to oper-
ate· collecti~eiy many coop·erative ~dertaldngs are ma.do 
possible. In the f'ir.st place, the product can be graded. 
se~ond:, after the ~oduct has been graded· it can be trade-
~ked and the region and its product advertised. Third, 
cooperative marketing agencies a.re made possible. 
. ~ ' .
Where.the "hub city" of a region undertakes a survey, 
the region may.involve 'several states or only several 
count1e·s in on~· or more states.· The "Industrial Analysis 
of the Northwest,:n mentioned above·, made by the city ot 
Seattle is one or the broader surveys. Much more·11m1ted 
in scope is the survey or the city or New Orleans in ·which 
both an .industrial zone end a trading area were recognized. 
Surveys of this type. though covering considerable area, 
are not cooperative ventures, as are the regional survoys 
generally. The benefits to the areas outside of the oentra1 
city, at whose cost the survey is made, are largely inci-
dental. 
The areas larger than a single county, so fer as the 
materials available for study go, include the Piedmont 
Region, the Billings Trade Area, the Turlock Irrigation 
District. and Western North Carolina. Such surveys may 
be bounded by any one of a number of spatial limits. The 
largest area. perhaps, is that included under the New 
Engl.nm Industrial Council. 
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· The Kansas Chamber· of Commerce :in cooperation with the 
power and gas companies is now·completing an organ.1zat1on·-
wh1ch 1s to obtain information preliminary to a develop-
ment program i'o:r Kansas. A' qiest1onns.1re covering the 
oharaotor1st1os of a city has been mailed to ea.ch city 1n
Kansas having a ·population· exceeding .500. · ·The industrial 
information is ·to be compiled by the engineering·. staffs of 
the power and gas companies. The power companies agree ·.to 
furnish $2.000 to conduct the industrial research in coun-
ties ,,here they ore not operating. This information is to 
be collected in the state chamber of commerce at Topeka 
and tabulated. The material ·is to form the basis of re-
ports growing out of requests coming from industrial pros-
pects. It is also planned to use it as ·a. basis for an 
advertising campaign.as soon as the state is ready ror 
suoh publicity. At the present time a complete staff · 
organization has not been worked out, but delegation of 
work.is contemplated as requirements necessitate and bud-
get nl.lowances permit. The work thus far has been tmder 
the direction and supervision of an industrial engineer 
aIXl publicity expert •.. The project has not proceeded far 
enough.to predict with any degree of accuracy what success 
tho plsn,may subsequently meet with •. 
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. C. Finance and Organization 
Whore the Slll"vey is made by soma state agency. such 
as the Commissioner of Agriculture, the problem ot financ-
ing is · simplified di.nee the work is then made a regular 
function of an already existing organization nnd is paid 
for by means of a public appropriation for investigation 
and publicity. It is a fnm111ar fact that such devolop-
.
ment· work has been carried on ns a regular state activity 
· by many states, especially the newer ones. SUoh tax-
supported development is not peculiar to tho United States. 
The Dominion of Canada maintains the Natural Resources and
Intelligence Service 1n the Department of the InteriOl" for 
this purpose,~ similar organizations are ma1ntn1ned in 
some of .the provinces. 
The same method of .financing the survey by menns ot 
taxation is open only where the survey area· is coexten-..... 
sive with a regularly organized political unit, whether 
such political unit be a city• a county, ca state, or fed-
. '
eration of states, and where such procedure is not pro-
hibited by lawa Tbis is more significant than the fact 
I 
that an organization already exists tor spen:11.ng money 
for collective services~ and accounts~ doubtless# for the 
re1atively few cases 1n which a polit1ca1 boundary in-
scribes the survey area. Elsewhere it is necessary to 
set up a new organization for the specific s:rxl exclusive 
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purpose or finnncing, conducting, and giving publicity to 
the data of the ·survey. 
most of the county regiona1 projects are handled by 
the existing chambers of commerce in the region,, one act-
ing as a clearing house for information and heading up the 
organization work for the other·cities. Expenses for such 
an undertaldng generally are allocated tQ the various 
towns in the region on the basis of population. 
·. . · Chapter VII 
·Adequacy of Surveys 
The surveys on file, when classified as to their 
. .
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nature and make-up, seem to fall into one of tiµ.ee rather 
broad and. general clas_ses. First. or these is the survey 
of the publicity type; second, the "civic inventory"; . .
third, the real industrial survey. An explanation of 
. . . . . 
this classification will be given 1n the following dis-
cussion. 
A. Publicity Type
The publicity type of survey can scarcely be classed 
as an j_ndustrial analysis at all. However, many of such 
a nature were mailed 1n compliance with the request for 
industrial surveys and, too, a great many of thom are 
labeled as industrial .surveys. 
This type or survey is primarily interested 1n the 
appearance and appeal of the publication. Great emphns1s 
is placed on attractive covers, high quality enameled pa-
per, attractive pictures, and high sounding phrases, such 
as, 11Midwest1a. citizens are great home lovers.n Such ex-
-
pressions soux,d well but mean little to one interested 1n 
securing real information concerning existing eoonom1o 
.conditions. 
Transportation. labor supply~ market and power 
factors are treated very superficially. To say that the 
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city is located advantageously with respect to a nvoracious" 
market does little to tell of the buying habits or of the 
purchasing power of the trade area.. To say that the coa1 
mines are within easy reach and that the rates are in l1l1e 
with other competing communities is a statement that ha.a 
1mpartad no informative material. To say that the labor 
structure is made up of a group of individuals who ara 
law o.biding and se.tis~ied 1s merely ~elding_to.glamo~ 
and finding en easy way to avoid a presentation of true 
labor conditions. 
Of the survays on file received ·from cities under 
100.000. 42 percent of them are of this -type •. This 1.s not 
at all other than could be expected when consideration is 
given to the amounts expended. Seventy-one percent of 
these cities spent $1,000 or less for their so-called 
su:t'Vey. · While 40 percent ·.of them are of this type some 
allowance should be made for the possibility that ·the 
agoncy sond1ng the report bas more pertinent material on 
filo in its office. 
B. Civic :Inventory Type 
Thia type of survey differs from· the publicity type 
with respect to its general make-up. It is not particu-
larly attractive 1n apJ;S arnnce. The cover is of ordinary 
cover stock end the print stock may be nothing more than 
'
ordinary mimeo~aph paper. No pictures are included and 
for publicity purposes the publication certainly does not_ 
8"1
have much value. It dif£ers from the industrial survey 1n
that no analysis of markets_ raw materials• power or labor 
supply is attempted. It is peculiar to itself in that it 
does nothing but give an inventory or the civic assets. 
The following analysis of a "civic inventory" is 
based on the contents of a survey made by a mid-western 
city which 1s representative of the group. Eighty percent 
of the space is devoted to a mere recounting of the city's 
assets and on1y 20 percent devoted to J.abor, fuel, elec-
tricity, water, communication, agriculture, coal, raw 
materials., markets (both local and foreign), and transpor-
tation. According to the questionnaire returns these 
topics that receive one-fifth of the space are found to be 
the most usefuJ.. Why:, then, should they be relegated to 
a·space or such small proportions? 
The other 80 percent of the book is devoted to a 
~ historical sketch~ pians and regulations guiding physical 
development, city government~ taxation, public service, 
_education, recreation, religious agencies, social agenoios, 
and business. The section on business gives the number of 
retail and wholesale stores dealing 1n certain commodities. 
Jus.t what value such an analysis has, it is rather hard 
to determine. However, a nvolume of business" index would 
have some value when hooked up with population. 
Thirty-five percent of the su.rveys ma.de by cities 
under- 100.000 belong to this class. In some ways., the 
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type is ltlss desirable thnn the publicity,type •. It is not 
su1to.ble tor general public~ty and has no v:a1ue as. s. sound
nnalysis or the economic set-up of' the community. 
C. Analytical Type 
The real industrial survey does more than merely re-
count the civic assets. It goes out for first-hand infor-
mation., not as an aondemie performmlce nor as an advertis-
ing project, but a deliberate and sober· search designed to 
aoquo.int the citizen body with facts as they are~ Such a 
project ·ca.J.ls fOl' the collecting of much first-hnnd infor-
mation which will of necessity require a budget of more 
than ordinary proportions. The major pert of the study 
is devoted to an analysis of transportation6 raw materials, 
marltets. and labor conditions. 
An analysis of transportation calls for more than 
merely naming the carriers. .It should analyze the phys-
ical f'ac111t1es for serving the market by showing package-
. .
car service, express service, air mail and express service. 
motor truck service, and motor bus lines operating out of 
the city. A comparison of these ·maps with maps mowing 
concentration of population and rated retail outlets will 
show what best areas of the region are within specified 
time areas or the city with respect to delivery. Maps 
should be provided showing whEre· the freight rates break 
as between the city 1n question end its competitors. 
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A market· nnaiysis should show the totnl V1en1th p1,.o-
duced in the trade area. Such a statement does not menn 
so much when standing alone, but it becomes valuable whon
put on a comparative bnsis with other similar regions in 
the United States. Maps can be constructed shO\ving the 
distribution of' various kinda of retail outlets tor tho 
trade territory. 
· An analysis of buying ha.bits cen be determined 1n
part.~ various c~nsumptive. indexes such as the followingz 
Per.capita ovrnarship of automobiles, per capita uso of 
' . ' '
tel~phones., n~bel" of' P_GOple per clwe3:-11ng, porcent of 
persons o.vning their own homes, percent of lAnd farmed by
"" ' . '
tenants. and finally, an anuly~is of.the rnc1al character-
istics with respect to conm:m1ption. 
An analysis of labor condi~ions should include a dis• . ' .
tributio11 of the total working population as to race, sex, . .
sk111ed~. un~tc1lled.6 children, and adult. Wage data should 
. . .
be available taken :t'l'om _the actual. experience or o~rat• 
ing industries; an average obtained and compared with tho 
o l I • 
wage paid in similar industries in other. parts of the 
c01.mtry. Facts regarding labor legislation should be 
digested and also put on a c~mpe.rat1~e basis with other 
s~ates. ~ra is. no absolute stamard by which a o1t7 
~an measure ~tself;_ it must be relati~e~ Thus., there is 
a strong ~gumen~ in_favor of putting the facts as dis-
covered on a basis so that they can be compared with what
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is being done elsewhere. It 1s then that some worthwhile 
revelations may come to .light. 
A survey is not very valuable if it does not analyze 
the facts, at l~ast to the extent that certain conclusions 
are reached. Those responsible for:makin~ the survey should 
be nble to tell whether there is a poss~bility of expansion 
along certain lines end what these lines are. Such a re-
sult is possible from the following procedure: First., 
analyze the value or the various articles sold 1n the 
trade area by checld.ng loce1 wholesale distribution. Second, 
ascertain wl1S.t percent .of these articles are made locally 
o.nd what percent are imported. As soon as this is :,learned 
one has a clue as to where to look for lines of expansion. 
When a product is found, the greater peFcent of which is 
imported for no obvious reason other than that there is· 
no local mnmitacture. ~en the field of ·i;r oduction should 
be explored and conclusions srrived at. 
D • S'lllllllllll'J'
In general it can be said that the stereotyped survey 
that has been in vngue during the past ten years 1s a very 
inadequate and expensive approach to industrial development. 
Any one of the three types discussed are valuable only if 
they are continuous. The amount expended for the publicity 
type could probably be used to a better advantage ass. 
creator of good will 1n a well planned magazine advertis-
ing campaign. The appeal can be varied from month to month 
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and the attention of prospects can be ·stimulated each time 
the publicity material. appears in the magazine, whereas 
the booklet 1s .'glanced at once and cast aside • 
. The connmmity spending its money for tho mero ttcivio 
inventory" type of survey certainly wastes practically all 
expended 1n ·such f'e.ah1on. It has no value as a publicity 
project and·as"en industrial SU:rV8Y·iB woefully 1nadoqun.te. 
The reai industrial sUI'vei to be ·otfective must be 
constantly revised :e.nc1 1t·:ahould be placed in tho hands 
of a committee whose functi~n it ·is to dig out facts fo~ 
pm.~ti:culnr businesses · when they request thom. Suoh a 
trend in procedure 1s·noticenble 1n·tha larger 1nduotr1nl 
centers. Cities that a few years ago ·spent large sums tor 
comprehensive· studies find that· they are· ·now out of date. 
They are adopting methods· which provide .for a cont1nu1ng 
body of facts. · · 
The economic ·soundness of a survey conducted on a 
regional basis is readily recognized. The most salient 
feature of a ~egionB:1 development program is the organi-
zation that is to get behind the movement. analyze the 
tacts_ and prepare spacial reports fo~ pr.ospects. The
program is less spectacular than ~bat of ~a large city, 
direct ~esponsibilit7 is remote. and the tendency is to 
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